
CHAPTER FOUR: DELUSION, MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES,
AND FUNDAMENTALISM

Therapy and Delusion 

In December 2001 Donald Horne said this: 'Humans can't exist without some kind

of faith. We have to have a belief in certain fixed assumptions; otherwise we can't

think or act. And we have to understand that some of the greatest faiths are secular

faiths. The people holding them may or may not also have a feeling that there's a

supernatural, but what impels them are these secular motives which they may often

just dress up in religious dress. This is unavoidable.'

John Horgan holds that 'religious faith is arguably the most successful psychological

therapy ever invented, but it has also fomented ignorance and intolerance.'`

Much religious belief is based on (i.e. is authorised by the subject's acceptance of

the validity of) a fideistic experience of the divine, of direct revelation, of hearing

the voice of God, etc. - experiences commonly reported by many, some of whom are

often deemed by the medical profession to be mentally/psychologically 'disturbed'.

(Although it's important neither to dismiss something simply because a

schizophrenic says it, nor to accept something simply because a reputable visionary

says it.)

There are three categories:

(1) People who hold religious beliefs based on what they claim to be an authentic

experience of God. Their beliefs more or less match the beliefs of mainstream

religious bodies to which they belong. Their beliefs are seen by other mainstream

believers as consistent with psycholo gical balance and not as pathological.

Donald Horne, Compass: Interview with Donald Horne. ABC-TV Videotape, 16 December 2001.
2 John Horgan. 'In Studying the Stubborn Mind, What Is the Upside?', The Chronicle of Higher

Education, October 8, 1999. URL: http://chronicle.com
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(2) People who hold religious beliefs based on what they claim to be an authentic

experience of God. Their beliefs do not match the beliefs of mainstream religious

bodies to which they do not belong. Their beliefs are seen by mainstream believers

as inconsistent with psychological balance and as pathological.

(3) People who can see little essential difference between the claims of people in

category one and the claims of people in category two, in that in neither case is there

any empirical basis for separating the holding of beliefs based on subjective fantasy

from the holding of beliefs based on genuine subjective experience of God. The only

real difference is in the ways in which they are evaluated by mainstream believers.

The question is whether there is any way of evaluating that difference in some

empirical manner.

The Oxibrd Companion to the Mind suggests that there are two conditions of

delusion:

(A) A delusion is a fixed, idiosyncratic belief, unusual in the culture to which the

person belongs, and

(B) Unlike normal beliefs, which are subject to amendment or correction, a delusion

is held to, despite evidence or arguments brought against it.'

Because condition (A) might be fulfilled by, for example, Gallileo's belief that the

earth was not the centre of the universe, I suggest that either both conditions must be

present for genuine delusion to be present, or that if, under condition (A), the belief

is not markedly 'unusual in the culture to which the person belongs', this may simply

indicate a delusion which has widespread currency.

Verifiable and Falsifiable Beliefs 

The formation of religious beliefs which are regarded as absolute truths and

metaphysical verities not empirically verifiable or falsifiable, and the formation of

religious beliefs which are empirically verifiable or falsifiable, often both rely on the

same belief-forming processes arising out of mystical experiences, visions, and

3
- Diana Deutsch. 'Delusion', The Oxford Companion to the Mind, ed. R.L. Gregory. Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1987, 184.
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divine revelation which are claimed to be the validating bases for those beliefs. Both

types of belief are claimed to be reliable, and the validating mystical experience is

claimed to be an authentic experience of, or encounter with, the divine.

Some of those latter types of beliefs are concerned with prophecy and the prediction

of apocalyptic events or with ontological claims. When the claim for the reliability

of those types of beliefs is made on the basis of the authenticity of the mystical

experience as experience of the divine, and it is proved, by the effluxion of time or

by empirical tests, that such verifiable or falsifiable religious beliefs are false and

unfounded, then we must conclude that the belief-forming process was, for some

reason, unreliable. And if the belief-forming process is unreliable in respect of

verifiable/falsifiable beliefs, we have grounds to suspect:

(1) That the belief-forming process may also be unreliable in respect of

non-verifiable and non-falsifiable beliefs, and

(2) That the mystical experience which gave rise to, and formed the allegedly

validating basis for, those unreliable verifiable/falsifiable beliefs, may not be an

authentic experience of the divine.

Bearing in mind Descartes' famous aphorism that a wise man never trusts those who

once deceived him, we are able, I would argue, to shed some light on ways and

means of evaluating not only the difference between reliable and unreliable religious

beliefs beyond the mere evaluation by mainstream believers as mentioned above, but

the difference between probably authentic and probably inauthentic claims to

mystical experiences of God.

But some beliefs are arrived at by a belief-forming apparatus consisting of a

combination of appeals to the supernatural, e.g. prayer and meditation, appeals to

scripture, and appeals to what appear to be not only rational thought processes but

the examination of empirical data. However, this process of discernment can often

be proven to be based on incorrect assumptions, misrepresentations of fact or on

ignorance, maybe inexcusable ignorance, of empirical factors which, if

acknowledged, would give the lie to those verifiable or falsifiable beliefs. That is,
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the appeal to the supernatural has not saved the believer from intellectual dishonesty

or carelessness, nor from simply getting the reli gious beliefs demonstrably wrong,

and thereby making false claims concerning religious belief

In other words, if it can be shown that the fideist-inspired 'fundamentalist mindset'

which makes metaphysical claims which are beyond rational scrutiny, is the same

fideist-inspired 'fundamentalist mindset' that also makes claims which are not

beyond rational scrutiny but which are found, for a variety of epistemic reasons, to

be false and unreliable, then there are grounds for strong skepticism as to the

reliability of those other claims which are beyond rational scrutiny. And by

implication, skepticism as to the reliability and authenticity of the mystic or

revelatory process by which the unknowable or non-verifiablelnon-falsifiable beliefs

were allegedly discerned.

I would argue that Extreme Fideist aspects of Reformed Epistemology have

facilitated the spread of contemporary Christian Fundamentalism which is often

characterised by delusion and/or by intellectual dishonesty or carelessness. I do not

say that Reformed Epistemology is necessarily characterised by delusion or

intellectual dishonesty, but it has to bear some of the blame for the problems created

by contemporary fundamentalism when extreme fideism seems to validate the

unwarranted release of the brake of intellectual rigour and deliberately or carelessly

ignores apologetics in fundamentalism's attempts to discern religious truth. In that

process, ignorance and intolerance are generated within religious fundamentalism.

We may all have to believe, as Donald Horne says, certain fixed assumptions in

order to function adequately as social human beings, but the problem with Christian

fundamentalism is that it often makes certain assumptions about states of affairs,

both religious and secular, which are not only without warrant but also at odds with

empirical evidence. This in turn forms the basis for extreme and erroneous views

which are presented emphatically as divinely sanctioned religious beliefs and greatly

influence millions of credulous people. I would argue that there is no justification for

this, as it goes far beyond the acceptable limits of those fixed assumptions necessary
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for positive thinking and acting within the world. Moreover, religious

fundamentalism, historically, has often sought to validate extreme and erroneous

belief-claims by claiming or implying that they arise out of fideist experiences of

various kinds, without recognising the epistemological obligation to check if there

are verificatory avenues available to rescue itself from extremism and error. The

unwillingness to carry out such checks and engage in apologetics constitutes

intellectual dishonesty, perpetuates ignorance, and foments intolerance. I would

argue that there is a certain 'fundamentalist mindset' which operates in the manner

described above and which is increasing its influence not only in America where it is

widely established, but in countries like Australia which increasingly fall under the

influence of American religious and secular ideas and values (which are taken by

some to be synonymous with `globalisation'4).

The 'Fascinating Facts' Booklet 

I will now proceed to investigate what I claim to be a fundamentalist mindset by

examining and subjecting to a rational critique some of the claims made in the Good

News Address Book - with Fascinating Facts,' (hereinafter referred to as the

Fascinating Facts Booklet, or simply the Booklet). The claims made in the Booklet

reflect many of the common belief-claims to be found circulating in contemporary

Christian Fundamentalist circles, and exhibit the hallmarks of either delusion or

intellectual dishonesty or carelessness. (Some might say that the book simply

represents bad fundamentalist writing, and isn't to be taken seriously. It certainly is

bad fundamentalist writing, but must be taken seriously because, sadly, it epitomises

the unquestioned beliefs of tens of millions of Christians.) This will be followed by

an examination of the historical links between intense mystical, visionary

experiences and apocalyptic predictions, which in both their bold confidence of

formulation of beliefs arising out of direct experience of God, and in the degree to

which those beliefs proved to be false, can be seen as exhibiting a fundamentalist

mindset not entirely dissimilar to that exhibited in the Booklet.

4 Phillip Adams. 'Going round in circles', Weekend Australian Review, March 2-3, 2001, p. R32.
5 Good News Address Book: With Fascinating Facts. Croydon, VIC: End Time Ministries, c.1991.
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The relevant contents of the Good News Address Book - with Fascinating Facts

published circa 1991 in Australia by End Time Ministries, P.O. Box 770, Croydon,

Victoria 3136, are photographically reproduced as the Appendix to this thesis.

(1) Archaeological evidence for the Sodom and Gomorrah story: 

Page 29 of the Booklet states:

`In these two ancient cities [Sodom and Gomorrah] people lived in sin and were
well known for homosexual practices. The cities were destroyed very suddenly
in a miraculous way (by God). Archeological studies verify these events'.

Joseph A. Greene, Curator of Publications, Semitic Museum, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, succinctly summarises the matter when he states:

`[Biblical] passages mentioning Sodom and Gomorrah generally agree in locating
them along the southern shore of the Dead Sea, but so far no archaeological
evidence for their existence has been found there. Suppositions that their remains
may yet be discovered beneath the shallow waters of the southern Dead Sea are
unlikely ever to be proved. Early Bronze Age (third millennium BCE) settlements
and cemeteries at Bab edh-Dhra and Numeria on the southeastern edge of the Dead
Sea do, however, provide evidence for very early pre-Israelite occupation in the
region. The presence of these ruins, abandoned long before the advent of the
Israelites in Canaan, may have given rise much later to local legends that their
destruction resulted from divine wrath. At a subsequent stage these legends may
have become attached to stories of the wanderings of Abraham and Lot in
Canaan. '

Essentially he is saying that:

(a) not only are there are no archaeological studies which verify the events described

in Genesis and in the Booklet, but that

(b) so far no archaeological evidence for the existence of Sodom and Gomorrah has

been found,

(c) the actual location of the two cities is still the subject of speculation, and

(d) the only concrete evidence which may have a bearing on this issue is that ruins

found in the region date from the Early Bronze Age and were abandoned long before

the advent of the Israelites in Canaan.

6 Joseph A. Greene. 'Sodom and Gomorrah', The Oxford companion to the Bible, ed. Bruce M.
Metzger & Michael D. Coogan. New York/Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993, 707.
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The biblical story of the destruction of the cities is similar to Arab and other Middle

Eastern legends which seek to explain abandoned ruins and the sudden

disappearance of places.' The proposition that archaeological studies are able to

verify divine intervention in human affairs is a novel thought. Any such claim by

archaeologists would surely have been headline news at the time, and would be put

forward frequently as a scientific 'proof' of God's existence. The Booklet's authors

have either lifted the claim from another source without checking its veracity (in

which case they have been irresponsible) or they have invented the claim (in which

case they have been reprehensible). Whichever is the case, it reflects, in my

submission, a fundamentalist 'mindset' which prefers not to allow rational thought to

interrupt its blinkered charge into the world of fantasy and distortion in order to

bolster its claims concerning the 'end-times'.

(2) 'Bible code' linking Sodom & Gomorrah, homosexuality, and AIDS: 

Page 28 of the booklet gives an example of a "decoding" from Genesis of the

following "message":

IN THE CITY OF SIN
N

A
I

D
LEST YOU DIE

Page 29 of the booklet says: 'The preceding example decoded from the biblical text,

relates to the story of Sodom and Gomorrah'. Page 30 says that the existence of the

Codes demonstrates the existence of a Divine Creator, implying that the author of

the Bible Codes is God. In other words, the claim is that in the above 'message' God

is making essential links between AIDS and Sodom and Gomorrah, and between

AIDS and homosexuality by characterising AIDS as primarily a homosexual illness.

There are two problems here -

(1) 20th century AIDS has nothing to do with ancient Sodom and Gomorrah, and

7 Funk & Wagnalls Standard Reference Encyclopedia. New York: Standard Reference Library, 1955,
vol. 22, 8072.
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(2) Characterisation of AIDS as a homosexual illness is demonstrably unsustainable.

If it is God (among whose important attributes are pure objectivity and universal

truth) who is characterisin g AIDS as primarily a homosexual illness, then we would

expect to find that this is demonstrably an objective and universal truth. But it is

easily demonstrated that such a characterisation arises simply out of a culturally

relativistic outlook and is false.

Professor Steve Jones, Professor of Genetics at University College, London, in an

address broadcast on ABC Radio National on Saturday 12 January 2002 at 12.05pm

in The Science Show,' summarised majority medical opinion when he said that today

one percent of the world's population is sufferin g from HIV/AIDS, the majority in

Africa and increasing especially among women who infect their children. Pointing

out that the HI Virus has a history of rapid mutation, he identified four specific types

of AIDS epidemics or sub-types: (1) Two epidemics which affect heterosexual

people and in particular women who infect their children from birth. These two

epidemics constitute the vast majority of cases of AIDS in the world today,

predominantly in Africa and in Asia, (2) a third epidemic which affects homosexual

men, especially in the Western world, and (3) a fourth epidemic which affects IV

drug addicts and recipients of blood transfusions. Professor Jones stated that the HI

Virus has been present in primates (monkeys, apes, chimpanzees etc.) in Africa for

hundreds of years. For primates it was never a serious illness, the effect being not

much more than a slight cold. It was only in the 1960's when people began the

widespread practice of eating meat derived from such animals that the virus began to

be transmitted to human beings and made its first appearance in West Africa in the

1960's and 1970's (as then undiagnosed). In this fashion, HIV/AIDS was

introduced to the population generally - irrespective, I would add, of sexual

orientation or practices.

8 Transcript of program available at URL: http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/ss/stories/s456478.htm
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Subsequently, it is part of the public record that the epidemic status in Africa and

elsewhere has been reached predominantly by heterosexual sexual activity, including

via young female prostitutes, and transmission of the virus from mother to child.

In the web site entitled AIDS: The Untold Story Dr Stanley Monteith (who for years

has been pressing for the introduction in USA of more effective measures to curb the

spread of AIDS) cites figures for HIV infections in USA, and then says:

`The enormity of the tragedy facing America today, however, is dwarfed by the tragedy
sweeping Asia and Africa.

In both Asia and Africa, HIV infection (AIDS) is primarily a heterosexual disease, while
in Western nations the illness is found almost exclusively among homosexuals, IV drug
users, and more recently among heterosexual blacks'. 9

If we examine both statements, the message is clear - it's a universal fact that AIDS

is primarily a heterosexual disease.

The UN organisation UNAIDS in its website AIDS Epidemic Update - December

2001, says:

`AIDS has now become the most devastating disease humankind has ever faced.
Since the epidemic began, more than 60 million people have been infected with the
virus. HIV/AIDS is now the leading cause of death in sub-Saharan Africa.
Worldwide, it is the fourth biggest killer. At the end of 2001 an estimated 40
million people globally were living with HIV. In many parts of the developing
world, the majority of new infections occurred in young adults, with young women
especially vulnerable. About one-third of those currently living with HIV/AIDS are
aged 15-24:1°

The website HIVAIDS Statistics cites statistics from UNAIDS and World Health

Organisation. Under "Current Global Trends", it says:

`Between 75 and 85 out of every 100 HIV positive adults have been infected through
unprotected sexual intercourse, with heterosexual intercourse accounting for over 70
cases, and homosexual intercourse accounting for approximately 5 to 10 cases. '"

9 Stanley Monteith, AIDS: The Untold Story. URL: http://www.radioliberty.com/aiduntld.htm
10 UNAIDS, AIDS Epidemic Update - December 2001. URL:

http://www.unaids.org/epidemic update/report_decol/index.html
11 BGL. HIVAIRY Statistics. URL: http://www.bgladco.com/aidsservicesistats.htm
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We can summarise the above evidence as follows:

(a) AIDS did not exist in humans in biblical times,

(b) AIDS was transmitted to humans in the 20th century in a way that had nothing to

do with sexuality,

(c) Of the 60 million people infected with HIV/AIDS during the past 20 years,

(i) the vast majority have been African and Asian heterosexuals, and a small

minority have been homosexuals & IV drug users, mainly in Western nations,

(ii) 20 million have died of AIDS, and 40 million are currently living with

HIV/AIDS,

(iii) over 70% of adults were infected through heterosexual intercourse, and

(iv) 5 to 10 per cent of adults were infected through homosexual intercourse.

The clear conclusion is that AIDS is primarily a heterosexual illness that wreaks

havoc predominantly among heterosexual people; therefore linking AIDS to the

biblical Sodom and Gomorrah story is both unwarranted and erroneous. The illusion

(an 'urban legend', one might say) that it is a homosexual illness is the result of

culturally relativistic thinking (e.g., Americo-centrism, thinking that only patterns in

the US matter; or perhaps an element of racism - in the form of the "irrelevance" of

others' experience) which ignores the overall, universal, objective picture depicted

above, and concentrates attention on the scale of Western infections which is

dwarfed by the scale of infections in Africa and Asia. Moreover, if we were to try to

conjure up God's view of the situation, we would be obliged to look at that overall,

universal, objective picture.

But according to the Booklet's coded message', God has effectively characterised

AIDS as primarily a homosexual illness, despite the readily available contrary

evidence that only 5 to 10 per cent of adult HIV/AIDS sufferers are homosexual.

Using that sort of logic, one might equally characterise influenza as primarily a

homosexual illness, on the grounds that roughly five to ten per cent of sufferers are,

by virtue of the fact that influenza affects the whole community and homosexuals
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constitute roughly 5 to 10 per cent of that whole, homosexual. God doesn't need me

to point out the absurdity of these sorts of characterisations.

Footnote to above section:

Virtually all fundamentalist preachers, including Billy Graham and Pat Robertson

also suffer from the delusion' that AIDS is primarily a homosexual illness,' despite

the readily available evidence to the contrary. And like their 14th century

fundamentalist counterparts who preached that the Black Plague was a punishment

sent from God for sin, they believe that AIDS is a punishment sent from God for

homosexual behaviour. Short of their being privy to some behind-the-scenes

discussion between the three persons of the Trinity, when God was planning his

AIDS Infection Strategy, it's difficult to imagine how they might have discerned 'the

mind of God' on this issue with such clarity and certitude. If the mind of God could

possibly be discerned from the evidence, it would suggest that God had decided that

most of the 60 million people he planned to infect with HIV/AIDS by the end of

2001 would be heterosexuals.

But if God did set out to specifically target homosexuals, it would be inexplicable

that he should begin his strategy by causing transmission of the HIV from animals to

predominantly heterosexual human beings. And the fact that he succeeded in

deliberately infecting up to six million homosexuals only at the cost of the

`accidental' infection of up to 45 million heterosexuals, would seem to reflect poorly

on God's omnipotence and efficiency.

I would suggest that Graham and Robertson, out of ignorance, have irresponsibly

presumed that AIDS is a homosexual illness, without pausing to check their facts.

And the superstition that some illnesses do not occur naturally but are a moral

punishment sent from God remains entrenched in contemporary fundamentalist

thinking, even if in the case of AIDS it's misdirected superstition. How odd that

12 Deutsch, op. cit., as mentioned earlier, defines delusion as: 'A delusion is a fixed idiosyncratic belief
which, unlike normal beliefs which are subject to amendment or correction, is held to, despite
evidence brought against it'.

13 Comparing AIDS and Black Death. URL: http : //members. loop .com/----bramble/Matrix. html
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such delusion, ignorance and superstition should exist in supposedly enlightened

post-Reformation religious thought. Although on reflection it was John Calvin who,

in discerning the mind of God, comforted himself with the odious thought that

Almighty God had sent syphilis to punish those who escaped Calvin's Genevan Laws

in 'sly and naughty ways'.14

(3) 'End Times': 

Page 41 of the Booklet says: `Do today's children still have the chance to reach a

normal old age? PROBABLY NOT':'. It also says of Jesus' Second Coming: 'It will

happen totally unexpectedly and soon!'. This can only be interpreted as suggesting

that the Second Coming will probably occur some time between the publication of

the booklet in c. 1991 (the publication date, although not given, I take to be c.1991,

as it contains calendars for 1991 and 1992) and the year 2050 or thereabouts (based

on the estimate that `today's children' of 1991 were nominally 10 years old and

would ordinarily be expected to reach a 'normal old age' of about 80 years around

the year 2060). So that page 41 is clearly indicating that the probable window of

opportunity in which the event is likely to happen is narrowed to some time between

now and the year 2050 or thereabouts. It also lists a number of 'signs' which it says

scripture relates to the 'end of time' which will happen 'soon'. But it fails to mention

the awkward fact that millions of Christians across every generation (including

Christ's) have similarly interpreted these passages in ways that refer to their

generation.

(3)(a) 'Immorality and False Christs': 

The Booklet says on page 41:

`Immorality 2 Timothy 3:2-4 : "Remember that there will be difficult times in the
last days." (GNB) People will be selfish, greedy, boastful, proud, abusive,
disobedient to their parents, ungrateful and irreligious.

False Christs Mark 13:22 : "For false Christs and false prophets shall rise." (ICJ V)
and show signs and wonders to seduce - if possible - even the elect."'

14 Ronald Conway. The Rage for Utopia. Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1992, 75.
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The Booklet makes no attempt to relate these 'signs' to our times. There is nothing

in these verses which indicates that the social and religious phenomena which they

describe, and which have been part of the fabric of history ever since the first

century, necessarily point to our times, and not to any other period before or after.

(3)(b) 'Wars and Natural Disasters': 

In these sections on page 41, the Booklet does attempt to relate these 'signs' to our

times, but only by using some intellectual sleight-of-hand when it 'interprets'

Matthew 24:7 which states: 'For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against

kingdom, and there will be famines and plagues and earthquakes in various places'.

By way of demonstrating that this verse relates to events which are taking place in

our own time, in relation to wars, page 41 says:

`Wars Matthew 24:7 : "Nation against nation." (KW) There have always been wars,
but never on the scale as now, with the possibility of total self-destruction of
mankind.'

And in relation to disasters, page 41 says:

`Natural Disasters. Matthew 24:7 : Famines and pestilences and earthquakes.
Do you know that:
A. Each day many, many thousands starve from hunger.
B. In many African countries, one in three persons have AIDS and are

doomed to die?
C. Earthquakes are tripling in size and intensity every decade?'

There are two problems here.

Firstly., although these statements rely heavily on the notion of recent increases in

warfare and natural disasters to make their point, Matthew 24:7

(a) makes no mention of any increase in the scale of warfare as claimed by the

Booklet,

(b) makes no mention of increase in size and intensity of earthquakes as claimed by

the Booklet,

(c) makes no mention of increase in famines - if that is what is implied in the

Booklet's statement that many thousands starve daily.
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(d) makes no mention of increase in pestilences - if that is what is implied in the

Booklet's reference to the high incidence of AIDS in African countries.

The Booklet's claim conveys to the reader the false impression that it's the recent

increases in the scale, size and intensity of warfare and natural disasters mentioned

in Matthew 24:7 which justifies linking those 'signs' to our times, despite the fact

that the text makes no mention of such increases. Even if the attempt to convey a

misleading impression is not deliberate, it's nonetheless an irresponsible and careless

misrepresentation of scripture - a misrepresentation which, moreover, has been

circulating in Christian fundamentalist circles for ages.

The second problem is the Booklet's specific claim that 'Earthquakes are tripling in

size and intensity every decade'. They're not. This 'earthquake fantasy' is yet

another delusionary falsehood endlessly circulated by Christian fundamentalists

despite all the evidence to the contrary. The 'fantasy' often includes the claim of

increases in their frequency as well as their size and intensity. I refer to two websites

of the conservative Christian organisation institute for Creation Research 

(self-described as: 'Biblical Christianity's defense against the godless dogma of

evolutionary humanism'). In the first site entitled Earthquakes in These Last Days,

Dr Steve A. Austin (Chairman of the Geology Department of the Institute) says:

`Some people have supposed that earthquake frequency and intensity have been
increasing significantly in recent times, and that this is fulfilling prophecy. This is an
illusion caused lately by more frequent detection of earthquakes (more seismographs
with greater sensitivity). The illusion is also promoted by the fact that earthquakes
inflict greater damage on today's larger, urbanized populations, and, therefore, make
the news more often. Since good seismographs went into operation late in the 1890's,
no steady trend suggesting increased frequency or intensity has been demonstrated'.15

In other words, Austin makes the point that the illusion of apparent increase in size

of earthquakes is due to the fact that they impact on urbanized populations which are

now larger than in the past, and that no increases in frequency or intensity have

been demonstrated.

15 Steve A. Austin. Earthquakes in These Last Days. URL: http://www.icr.org/pubs/implimp-198.htm
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In the site entitled Twentieth-Century Earthquakes: Confronting an Urban Legend,

Dr Austin reports on the irresponsible ways in which American Christian

Fundamentalists perpetuate the lie ('rephrase the notion' is his euphemism) that

earthquakes are on the increase - 'urban legends' as he calls them. He says:

`Sometimes Bible teachers rephrase the notion that earthquakes are on the increase:
In this century, there have been more earthquakes than all the rest of history
put together... Every 10 years, earthquakes double in number, and so it has
been for the last 10 decades. During the later part of this decade,
earthquakes will occur with increasing regularity, creating terror and panic
throughout the world. Jesus said that [this] was one of the signs of His
coming. [Lester Sumrall, 'Famines, Pestilence, Earthquakes, as Man Rebels',
in Bob Anderson et al., Earth's Final Days. Green Forest, AR: New Leaf
Press, 1994, pp.63-76]

Do we have here an example of an urban legend? Care and good judgment must be
exercised in using global seismic data. Our century's biggest earthquakes have not
been constant through the years. The 1940's was the decade of our century with the
most energetic earthquakes, and the 1980's was the decade with the least energetic
earthquakes. Contrary to the would-be prophets, there is no obvious trend indicating
an abnormal increase in the frequency of large earthquakes during the last half of our
century. '16

Dr Austin then produces a graph, based on data supplied by the National Earthquake

Information Center, Denver which visualises annual global data from 1900 to 1997

(his report was prepared in 1998). He then comments:

`The global earthquake frequency data can be used to argue just the opposite of the
popular urban legend; earthquake frequency through the century appears to indicate
overall a slight decrease. In the first half of the century there was an average of 22 big
earthquakes per year. For the second half of the century there was an average of just
18 per year'.

An update of the global data on which that graph is based can be found in the

website entitled Number of Earthquakes per year Magnitude 7.0 or greater 1900 -

1999 of the National Earthquake Information Center, World Data Center for

Seismology, Denver (U.S. [Government] Geological Survey). It shows that 1943 was

the most active year with 41 major earthquakes, and that 1986 was the least active

year with only 6 major earthquakes."

16 Steve A. Austin. Twentieth-Centu,y Earthquakes: Con fronting an Urban Legend. URL:
http://www.icr.orgipubs/imp/imp-295.htm

17 National Earthquake Information Center, World Data Center for Seismology, US Government
Geological Survey, Denver. Number of Earthquakes per_ ear Magnitude 7.0 or greater 1900
- 1999 . URL: http://wwwneic.cr.usgs.govineis/eqlistsnup.html
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From the above evidence we can conclude that during the twentieth century -

(a) the size and intensity of earthquakes are not, as the Booklet claims, tripling every

decade, and that

(b) earthquake frequency has shown a slight decrease.

We may not know where the 'urban legend' concerning increases in earthquakes

originated, but we do have an epistemological obligation to ask why Christian

fundamentalists are so keen to perpetuate the myth without taking care to first check

the seismographic data. At a superficial level, it's clearly irresponsible, and at a

deeper level it reflects, I submit, the Christian Fundamentalist mindset which resists

the infiltration of rational thought from outside the fundamentalist thought-world

lest it disrupt the blinkered charge into the world of fantasy and distortion designed

to bolster its erroneous claims concerning the alleged 'end-times'.

Note on the translated biblical text:

I note that on page 42 the Booklet renders the biblical text: 'There will be famines

and earthquakes everywhere'. The Greek Ka-rd -r6nous, literally `by (or against)

places', is rendered in the King James Version as 'in divers places' , and in the New

Revised Standard Version as 'in various places'. It is quite true that KaTa can have

the distributive meaning of 'every' (as in Ka0' 4 pav, 'every day' in Matthew

26:55). And if one adopts the translation of 'everywhere', it might conceivably be

argued that the text thereby implies increases in famines, (and pestilences, as some

ancient texts have it) and earthquakes from 'not everywhere' to 'everywhere', as if

these phenomena in the first century were not truly universal but confined to certain

areas. That is, that in the first century only some areas (but not all areas of the world)

were experiencing famines, pestilences and earthquakes, whereas now, in recent

times., all areas are experiencing them. But to imply that this is what the scripture

intended would be a very forced and remote interpretation. To argue that

interpretation by inference would be even more remote. It would reflect a very

unconvincing scenario for which there is no available evidence which would allow

us to check if that prediction were borne out in the world. But the Booklet has
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argued only on the basis of increases in scale, size, and intensity of such phenomena,

not on the basis of an extremely implausible recent global distributive spread of

famines, pestilences and earthquakes to those areas which were formerly free of

them.

In his online article Earthquakes in these Last Days (cited above) Dr Austin quotes

the translation, 'There will be earthquakes in divers places', but treats this as if

translated 'There will be earthquakes everywhere', when he says that this is 'a fact

now verified by the global distribution of earthquakes recorded on seismographs'.

But this statement, true as it undoubtedly is, does not help the Booklet's claim, for it

would establish an unequivocal link between the imminence of the 'end-times' and

our times (as opposed to any previous times) only if it were true, and could be shown

to be true, that such global distribution was a recent phenomenon and not a fact of

history in past eras as well. We are still left with the problem that in the absence of

any reliable seismographic data until the late 19th century, it cannot be shown that a

global distribution of earthquakes has not been the likely case for thousands of years.

(3)(c) 'Pollution and The Greenhouse Effect' : 

The Booklet says:

`Pollution and The Greenhouse Effect Revelation 8 : Just read for yourself this
accurate first century description of destruction, pollution, the Greenhouse
effect, deforestation, depletion of the ozone layer, acid rain and nuclear
disaster.'

The Booklet's interpretation of Revelation 8 is that it can apply only to our times.

This ignores the fact that what it interprets as destruction, pollution, and

deforestation have been with us for a very long time in varying degrees and may

continue to occur in future centuries. When the Booklet interprets the text as

referring to 'depletion of the ozone layer, acid rain and nuclear disaster' it does

precisely what previous generations have done, i.e. to interpret the text in ways that

are consistent with contemporary phenomena in order to convey the impression that

the scripture relates unequivocally to contemporaneous conditions or happenings.
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But even if we allow that 'depletion of the ozone layer' and 'acid rain' might be a

plausible interpretation of the text, these may well be ongoing phenomena which will

continue to occur in future centuries. And if we allow that 'nuclear disaster' might

be one of many plausible interpretations of the text, this is something which has

occurred in the past and may well occur in future centuries. So that any or all of

these phenomena, depending on one's interpretation of the text, may exist in any

past, present, or future age. There is nothing in Revelation 8 or in the Booklet's

claims that unequivocally links these 'signs' to our times and not to any other times.

(3)(d)  'Global Government'

Under the heading Global Government, the booklet states of Revelation 13:

`When you read this chapter there is a clear indication of a world order
(government), of one world religion and one world economy with your
credit-number "lasered" on your hand. You will understand the incredible
prophetic power of the Book of Revelation.'

As none of these states of affairs currently exists (or, if we accept the dubious

proposition that the United Nations is a genuine 'world government', only three of

the four states of affairs currently exist), it is pointless to rely on events which have

not happened to illustrate the 'incredible prophetic power' of the Book of

Revelation. If the booklet is really suggesting that Revelation 13 indicates that these

states of affairs will come into existence during our times, it fails to state why the

text necessarily indicates this, for there is nothing in Revelation 13 or in the

Booklet's claims that unequivocally indicates that these states of affairs will

necessarily come into existence in our times and not in any future times. This is mere

assertion on the part of the Booklet.

(3)(e) The Second Coming: 'Soon' and 'This Generation': 

This is a complex subject, and I can only make a few prima facie observations.

What the Booklet says: 

As previously indicated, page 41 of the booklet makes the claim that the Second

Coming of Jesus will occur 'soon' and will probably happen during the lifetime of
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children alive in 1991. If we interpret the Booklet's use of the word 'soon' in an

ordinary, everyday sense, and interpret the Booklet's prophecy that children alive in

1991 probably will not live to reach 'a normal old age' in an ordinary, everyday

sense, it means that the Second Coming is imminent and will probably occur

between 1991 and 2050 or thereabouts.

What the Bible seems to say in relation to 'soon' and 'this generation': 

Revelation 22 says this:

22:6 And he said to me "These words are trustworthy and true, for the Lord,
the God of the spirits of the prophets, has sent his angel to show his servants
what must soon take place".
22:7 "See I am coming soon! Blessed is the one who keeps the words of the
prophecy of this book".
22:10-12 And he said to me, "Do not seal up the words of the prophecy of
this book, for the time is near. Let the evildoer still do evil, and the filthy, still
the filthy, and the ri ghteous still do right, and the holy still be holy. See I am
coming soon; my reward is with me, to repay according to everyone's work".
22:20 The one who testifies to these things says, "Surely I am coming soon.-
Amen. Come, Lord Jesus!

In Matthew 24:33-34 (cited in the Booklet on page 43) Jesus is reported as saying:

`In the same way, when you see all these things, you will know that the time is
near, ready to begin. Remember that all these things will happen before the
people now living have all died'.

If we interpret the words 'soon' and 'for the time is near' in Revelation 22 in an

ordinary, everyday sense, and interpret Jesus' own reported prophecy in Matthew

24:33 -34 addressed to his listeners in the first century, in an ordinary, everyday

sense, it would appear to mean that he thought his Second Coming was imminent

and would occur sometime between, say, 30 AD and the end of the first century or

thereabouts. That is, if, as I have done with the booklet's words, we take the above

biblical words at face value, Jesus seems to be indicating his imminent return in the

first century or shortly thereafter.

To summarise, the Booklet indicates that Jesus' Second Coming will probably occur

sometime between 1991 and 2050 or thereabouts. Taking his reported words at face
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value, Jesus seems to predict his imminent return in the first century or shortly

thereafter.

The second view has the following support:

(a) Church historians agree that the Early Church held the general belief that the

return of Jesus was 'imminent' (although interpretations varied), and

(b) This is clearly attested to by the writings of Papias, Irenaeus, Justin Martyr,

Tertullian, Hippolytus, Methodus, Commodianus, and Lactantius.18

(c) Matthew 24:3 tells us that when Jesus spoke those words in verses 33-34, he was

sitting on the Mount of Olives talking to his disciples (in the first century).

Throughout the chapter 24 conversation he repeatedly uses the personal pronoun

`you'. So that when he says, 'when you see', and 'you will know', it's difficult to

imagine that he really intended the personal pronoun 'you' to refer not to his

disciples to whom he was then talking, but to people of the late 20th and early 21st

centuries. But, if we accept the Booklet's claims as summarised above, that's the

interpretation we would have to adopt - in which case Jesus' words would have been

utterly meaningless and irrelevant to his first century listeners, despite the fact that

his comments were by way of satisfying his followers' curiosity on these issues in

response to their questions they'd put to him.

(d) Similarly, if the Book of Revelation were written with only a select band of

20th/21st century readers in mind, then it must have been totally meaningless and

irrelevant to the people for whom it was ostensibly written. Moreover, it would have

made both the Matthew and Revelation texts similarly meaningless and irrelevant to

all Christians throughout the succeeding centuries until recent times. I would argue

that these are serious objections to the Booklet's views. And clearly, by remaining

silent on these issues, the Booklet avoids any attempt at coming to terms with such

objections.

- Robert G. Clouse. 'Second Coming', The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, ed.
J.D. Douglas. Michigan: Zondervan, 1978, 893.
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(e) There is a similar problem with the Matthew 24:7 prophecy relating to warfare,

famines, pestilences and earthquakes. If it was intended to relate only to our times 

and not to times within the possible experience of his disciples to whom he was

talking, the prophecy would have been irrelevant and meaningless to his first century

listeners. There would have been no point in telling them to be alert to 'the signs' if

he was really referring to events which would only happen some 2000 years into the

future. To claim that his comment, although directed to people of his time, was

actually a device craftily designed to jump over nineteen centuries in order to send a

message to people living in our time, would stretch credibility to breaking point.

There is nothing in the scriptural text which even begins to suggest this scenario. It

would also mean that all the above scripture was totally meaningless and irrelevant

for every Christian who has ever lived, from Jesus' time until recently. No wonder

they all had trouble getting it right!

The Booklet's claim that the Second Coming will probably occur between 1991 and

2050 or thereabouts is therefore not only at odds with the prima facie meaning of

Matthew 24:33-34 and Revelation 22, but is also at odds with the belief held by

members of the Early Church community for whom the Book of Revelation was

ostensibly written. Fundamentalist thinking seems reluctant to recognise that the

Early Church (including Jesus himself and John the author of Revelation) might have

got it wrong, and to think through the implications of that for fundamentalist

teaching on the issue of the Second Coming. This reluctance is reflected in the

Booklet's page 41 listing of many 'signs of the times', with the convenient exception

of Matthew 24:33-34 with its reference to the crucial `sign' of Jesus' own apparent

expectation of his imminent return within a generation of his lifetime - no doubt due

to an unwillingness to draw attention to a possible failed prophecy.

It's interesting to note that this omission has an ancient precedent. When those

second-century Christians who had taken Jesus' words literally or at face value were

disappointed by his failure to return within the lifetime of some of his audience, they

began to offer all sorts of 'explanations'. For example Justin Martyr (c.100-165)
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explained that God was delaying the End because he wished to see Christianity

spread throughout the world first. Replying to the confused exclamations of his

contemporaries, Justin said, 'We have heard these things even in the days of our

fathers, and look, we have grown old and none of them has happened to us'. 19 John

21:21-23 indicates that there was an expectation current among members of the

Christian community that the Beloved Disciple would not die before the return of

Jesus. It would appear from this appendix to John's Gospel that he has now died, so

a question has been raised about the validity of the belief in the future coming of

Jesus. Other literalists came up with the wonderfully ludicrous idea that St John had

turned into a sort of immortal and was living in Patmos or Ephesus, and so Jesus had

not got his prophecy about returning within the lifetime of some of his audience

wrong after all.' (At the very least, it's abundantly clear that these Christian beliefs

prevalent in the Early Church do not match beliefs held by today's Christian

Fundamentalists. The obvious fact that the early Christians got it wrong does nothing

to support the notion that today's Fundamentalists are getting it right.) Eventually, in

the fifth century, translators of second-century Christian texts omitted all mention of

the imminent apocalypse as they were now just an embarrassment, e.g. when

Irenaeus' tract against heresy was translated into Latin in the early 5th century all

references to the millennium were omitted.' Despite all of this, many Literalist or

Fundamentalist Christians continued to warn 'The End is nigh', as they still do

today. Ironically, Literalists can only continue to do this if they do not give a

Literalist interpretation of Matthew 24:7 & 24:33-34 and Revelation 22:6,7,10,11,12,

and 20. Hence the Booklet's failure to highlight these passages.

Footnote to the above section:

In the sub-section 'Wars and Natural Disasters' above, I point to the Booklet's

misrepresentation of Matthew 24:7, and how wide of the mark was the claim that

earthquakes are tripling in size and intensity each decade. In this footnote I discuss

how various permutations of this 'earthquake fantasy' together with associated types

19 Justin Martyr. Apol., 1.45.
20 ibid, 257.
21 ibid., 257; 382, n. 20.
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of endlessly circulated fundamentalist misconceptions reflect how psychologically

unsound can be the fundamentalist mindset. I cited the failed predictions made by

Lester Sumrall in 1994 as reported by Dr Austin. It should be noted how wide of the

mark were Mr Sumrall's outrageous claims:

(1) that there were more earthquakes in the 20th century than in all the rest of history

put together,

(2) that throughout the 20th century earthquakes doubled in number each decade (not

quite as outrageous as the Booklet's claim of `tripling'),

(3) that in the latter part of the 1990's earthquakes would occur with increasing

regularity, creating terror and panic throughout the world, and

(4) that Jesus said this was one of the si gns of his coming.

Just how did Mr Sumrall think he actually knew all of this in 1994, only to be proven

so utterly wrong within six short years? What obviously flawed process did he go

through to reach these conclusions? For would he not have called on the same or

similar sort of Christian apparatus (of Bible reading, prayer, calling on divine

assistance and inspiration, and conscientious interpretation of texts and other

relevant information) that presumably also informed the Booklet's claims about the

`end-times'? And yet, if the Booklet is to be believed, although Mr Sumrall might

have got it 100% wrong in 1994, the 1991 Booklet is going to get it 100% right! The

fact that not one of his predictions turned out to be in any way remotely connected to

the eventual reality, suggests that the psychological condition that fostered such

misplaced confidence was his reliance on a purely subjective mindset which was

wildly out of touch with reality. If a good God-fearing fundamentalist Bible Teacher

like Mr Sumrall can get it so abysmally wrong, why should we trust the

fundamentalist authors of the Booklet? What features might enable us to distinguish

between the proven false predictions of Mr Sumrall and the yet-to-be-proven but

allegedly sound "end-times" predictions of the Booklet? Do they not operate from

the same fundamentalist mindset? Like Billy Graham and Pat Robertson on AIDS,

Mr Sumrall's teaching is based not on fact but on delusion. He is but one of the

most recent of a long line of countless fundamentalists throughout history who've
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scored a failure rate of 100% in their clearly deluded predictions about the

`end-times'. Quite possibly he imagined that he would be the very first person in the

history of Christianity to get it right. But then it's likely that the millions of his

spiritual ancestors also thought that they would be the very first Christians to get it

right.

The Booklet, too, brims with similar confidence, although by the time its predictions

are proved wrong, it may well have been forgotten (although its claims will have

been preserved for posterity in Dixson Library at the University of New England via

this thesis!). Sumrall not only got all his bizarre claims about increasing frequency of

earthquakes wrong, but failed to notice (like the Booklet) that Matthew 24:7 doesn't

mention increases in frequency. And this man is a Bible Teacher who no doubt

imagines he preaches 'the truth'. The pity of it is that millions of fellow

fundamentalists are equally deluded and actually believe what they are told by

people like Sumrall. Most are credulous Americans, but an increasing number are

Australians who, disturbingly, fall prey to the influence of American fundamentalism

which is promoted through popular Christian Fundamentalist bookstores throughout

Australia. (I strongly suspect that the Booklet has been similarly influenced.)

Alas, Mr Sumrall is not alone in his fundamentalist fantasy world. Dr Austin also

cites one Gary Stearman who used second-hand erroneous data published in a

newspaper in USA as the basis for an article making wildly inaccurate claims about

increasing frequency of earthquakes. Stearman is described as 'a writer on Bible

prophecy', and his article was published in the journal Prophecy in the News of June

1996. So that here we have a Christian who specialises in the area of bible

prophecy, but whose fundamentalist mindset appears to render him incapable of

conducting even basic research before he rushes into print with an article based on

data which was so obviously flawed that, according to Dr Austin, it was immediately

challenged by his readers. And even though he was alerted to the existence of the

evidence to the contrary, he continued to assert that earthquakes were increasing in
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frequency. Do we need further examples which illustrate what I have termed the

`fundamentalist mindset'? Perhaps just one more.

My most recent observation of this `mindset' at work was on SBS television on 23

December 2001 when, in the final of the series Evolution, an American Christian

fundamentalist preacher repeatedly exhorted his congregation when next confronted

by someone who referred to 'millions of years ago', to interrupt courteously and ask

`What millions of years ago? How do you know? Were you there?', as if this

mindless response might decisively refute the theory of evolution. He and his

enthusiastically supportive audience/congregation seemed to be wonderfully

oblivious to the realisation that if that could be a legitimate response to evolutionists,

then it could equally be an appropriate response to creationists - 'What few thousand

years ago? What creation in six days? How do you know? Were you there?',

thereby refuting creation theory. But the prevailing fundamentalist mindset with its

accompanying authoritarian and politically correct atmosphere discouraged any such

critical thinking or dissent. The 'political correctness' which pervades

fundamentalism is typified in Cameron's observation that: 'Fundamentalism is

intensely pragmatic, in the sense that it depends for its continuance on its followers'

not asking awkward questions, but instead simply accepting the party line on the

status and nature of the Bible'. 22

What emerges is a picture of what Christian fundamentalism is really like when you

look beneath the confident surface: the blinkered denial of reality - the delusion - the

excursion into fantasy - the careless disregard for truth - the devaluation of critical

thinking. Indeed, in general terms, the notion of being 'out of touch with reality' is

worth exploring as an epistemic notion, quite independently of issues of the process

of forming/revising beliefs. Compare, for example, Raimond Gaita's chapter on

`Forms of the Unthinkable' in his A Common Humanity.' In general, I would

suggest that part of what is so epistemically, and I might add, so religiously offensive

22 Peter Cameron. Fundamentalism and Freedom. Sydney: Doubleday, 1995, 132.

23 Raimond Gaita. 'Forms of the Unthinkable', in A Common Humanity: Thinking about Love & Truth
& Justice. Melbourne: Text Publishing, 1999, 157-86.
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about the fundamentalist mindset is its insistence on being prepared to cleave to the

epistemically 'unthinkable' (in Gaita's sense) in ways that betray that they are wildly

out of touch with reality, representing this as a virtue.

(4) 'Inconsistencies or contradictions': 

Page 38 of the booklet says of the Bible: 'its message contains no inconsistencies or

contradictions.' I'm not sure whether 'its message' has any special significance. I

will presume that the claim means simply that the Bible contains no inconsistencies

or contradictions. Some inconsistencies, if read together, can quite legitimately be

seen as complementary parts of a whole narrative, or simply different perspectives of

the same truth, or even mistranslations of an earlier text. But it doesn't explain all

contradictions, for some are clearly the result of different authors working from

different sources at different times, e.g. the discrepancies between the two creation

stories in Genesis 1 and 2, namely:

1:3-5 On the first day, God created light, then separated light and darkness.
1:14-19 The sun (which separates night and day) wasn't created until the 4th day,

1:11-12, 26-27 Trees were created before man was created,
2:4-9 Man was created before trees were created.

1:20-21, 26-27 Birds were created before man was created.
2:7,19 Man was created before birds were created.

1:24-27 Animals were created before man was created.
2:7,19 Man was created before animals were created.

1:26-27 Man and woman were created at the same time.
2:7, 21-22 Man was created first, woman sometime later.

While these certainly are examples of inconsistencies (contrary to the Booklet's

claim), they don't become problematic unless one doesn't understand the purposes

behind the two versions of the creation myth, and the deep explanatory role of myth

in the ancient world.' It's ironic that the booklet should make its claim that there

are no contradictions, when problems sometimes arise only because certain texts are

unjustifiably given a literalist or fundamentalist interpretation which flows from a

rigid and doctrinaire fundamentalist view that the Bible is the "word of God".

Obviously the above examples can't all be true in a literal sense. But if one takes all

24 See my comments on this issue under the section 'Creation Science' later in this chapter.
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biblical texts to be the "word of God", then God certainly contradicts himself here.

However there are many examples where none of the above explanations suffices:

Exodus 32:14. God changes his mind. "And the Lord changed his mind about the disaster that he
planned to bring on his people".
Numbers 23:19. God does not change his mind. "God is not a human being, that he should lie, or a
mortal, that he should change his mind".
Numbers 33:38-39. Aaron died at Mount Hor.
Deuteronomy 10:6. Aaron died at Moserah.
1 Samuel 9:15-17. The Lord tells Samuel that Saul has been chosen to lead the Israelites and will
save them from the Philistines.
1 Samuel 31:4-7. Saul commits suicide and the Israelites are overrun by the Philistines.
2 Kings 4:32-37 A dead child is raised.
Matthew 9:18-25, John 11:38-44 Two dead persons are raised by Jesus.
Acts 26:23 Jesus was the first person to rise from the dead.

(5) The 'Bible Codes' 

Under the heading AMAZING SECRETS DECODED, the Booklet (pp.27-30)

describes and gives examples of computer-decodin g by scholars at the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem of 'the 3500 year old original text' in Hebrew of the Torah,

revealing 'in a secret code all that is happening IN THIS DAY AND AGE' (p.27).

On page 30 the booklet states that in addition to the examples given which are taken

from the book of Genesis,

`Hundreds more have been decoded from the Bible, a fact which completely rules
out coincidence. Of course many have tried to get similar results from other books.
Atheistic professors have had to concede the existence of a Divine Creator, as no
other book but the Bible could reveal amazing codes'.

On page 65 the Booklet states: 'The amazing authenticity of the Divine authorship

[of the Bible] is now proven by the most advanced computers'.

I take these comments to mean:

(a) that coded messages (including the predictions shown) placed in the original

3500 year old Hebrew text of the Torah at the time of its writing and now decoded

from that same original 3500 year old Hebrew text using ELS (Equidistant Letter

Sequence) computer- generated searches, were placed there by God, and

(b) that these results rule out coincidence or chance, for no other book but the Bible

could reveal such amazing codes.

(c) that this all proves that God was the author of the Bible.
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The Hebrew University experiments were conducted by the team of Doron Witztum,

Eliyahu Rips, and Yoav Rosenberg.' They claim that biographical information

about mediaeval rabbis is 'encoded' in the Hebrew text of Genesis. Specifically, the

rabbis' names and other appellations are claimed to be encoded closer to their dates

of birth and death than should be expected by chance.

Discussion of 'original text' 

When one examines the Booklet's claim I've summarised in (a) above and its page

27 description of the computerised (Equidistant Letter Sequence [ELS] analysis)

technique used to decode the text, it seems that the credibility of the claim relies on

there having been one original Hebrew text of the Torah in which the codes were

placed and which has subsequently been transmitted down to the present day without

error, and which has been used in the abovementioned experiments. This seems to be

an absolutely critical sine qua non condition, for the addition or subtraction of even a

single letter by a copyist two millennia ago will derail an ELS analysis. And with

even a handful of alterations, all analysis from the first alteration onwards would be

fruitless in terms of uncovering any originally encoded messages, because the ELS

would not only be immediately out of synchronization, but would become

increasingly out of synchronization as the search progressed. And as I will

demonstrate, not only are there many differences between extant ancient Bible

manuscripts, but there is no method by which a so-called 'original' wording can be

determined.

What does it mean to speak of an 'original text'? In The Journey from Texts to

Translations, Paul D. Wegner says:

'It is important to note that there are no original manuscripts, or autographa, of
either the Old Testament or the New. Any manuscript that we have is a copy of an
earlier one. "lt is generally assumed that the earliest texts [of the Old Testament]
were first written in Proto-Canaanite or paleo-Hebrew script and then later in

25 Doron Witztum, et al. 'Equidistant Letter Sequences in the Book of Genesis', Journal of the Royal
Statistical Society, 1988, Vol. 151, No. 1, 177-78

Witztum, et al. 'Equidistant Letter Sequences in the Book of Genesis: II. The Relation to the Text',
Statistical Science, 1994, Vol. 9, No. 3, 429-38, and reproduced online at the site:
httplics.anu.edu.au/----bdinidilugitniNationsAVRR/index.html
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Square (or Aramaic) script. However little is known about the earliest Hebrew text
since no manuscripts have surfaced from this early period. The earliest evidence
of a biblical text appears on the Silver Amulets, which are generally dated to the
mid-seventh century BC and are written in paleo-Hebrew script.'

He then discusses the work of the sopherim (scribes) who between 500BC and

AD100 arose to preserve Israel's sacred traditions. There is much disagreement as to

the origin of the text that the scribes maintained, and whether one Ur-text can or

cannot be inferred from the extant sources.' Later he comments:

It appears that during the first century a strong movement emerged in Judaism to
establish a standardized text of the Hebrew Bible. There is a significant difference
between the varied textual traditions found at Qumran dating between the 3rd and
1st centuries BC and the minimal deviations in the Hebrew texts from Masada
(just prior to AD 73), the caves at Nahal Hever (late first century), and Wadi
Murrabaat (written before the Bar Kochba revolt of 132-3). Thus sometime
between these periods the text must have been standardized. This standardized
text was dependent upon the earlier traditions that were available to the Jewish
scribes at that time, but variants and differences in the text were removed. Once
this standardization of the text took place, scribes were meticulous to ensure that
the Hebrew text did not become corrupted.'

Wegner then continues:

`Around the end of the 5th century, a group of scribes called the Masoretes
inherited the scribal traditions and carried on the work of preserving the text.
Their diligent labors from about 500 to 1000 AD helped to preserve the Hebrew
text that we have, the Masoretic Text.' 29

This `Masorah' or tradition refers to the system of vowel signs, accent markings, and

marginal notes devised by early mediaeval Jewish scribes and scholars and used in

copying the text of the Hebrew Bible in order to guard it from changes. There were

three such systems, the Babylonian, Palestinian, and Tiberian, as well as schools

within each. The authoritative Masorah since about 1000 AD has been the Tiberian.

Of the two great Tiberian schools, the Ben Naftali and the Ben Asher, the latter,

especially the Masorah culminating in the work of Aaron ben Asher (c. 915), was

26 Paul D. Wegner. The Journey from Texts to Translations: The Origin and Development of the
Bible. Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999, 163-64.

27 ibid., 166-68.

28 ibid, 169.

29 ibid., 170.
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apparently the one approved by Maimonides (12th century), which would become

the basis for the printed text of the Hebrew Bible."

Wegner, in his section on "Old Testament Textual Criticism" provides Table 11.4

which lists "Unintentional Changes in the Hebrew Text":

1. Mistaken letters (Confusion of similar letters)
2. Homophony (Substitution of similar sounding words)
3. Haplography (Omission of a letter or word usually due to a similar

letter or word in context)
4. Dittography (A letter or word that has been written twice rather

than once)
5. Metathesis (Reversal in order of two letters or words)
6. Fusion (Incorrect word division that results in two words

joined as one)
7. Fission (Incorrect word division that results in one word

written as two)
8. Homoioteleuton (An omission caused by two words or phrases that end

similarly)
9. Homoioarchton (An omission caused by two words or phrases that

begin similarly)
10. Other omissions (Any other) 31

He gives possible examples of these errors, and then lists in Table 11.5 'Intentional

Changes in the Hebrew Text':

1. Changes of rare or unusual usages of words,
2. Euphemistic changes,
3. Additions and/or glosses,
4,	 Modernisations - (a) Grammatical, (b) Spelling, (c) Pronunciation,
5.	 Suppression of incorrect readings. 32

It is obvious from the above that before the final standardisation took place, many

unharmonised manuscripts existed. Modern bible translators also recognise this. In

the Introduction to the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible the Committee of

biblical scholars, linguists and translators who produced the Old Testament in the

New Revised Standard Version of the Bible recognised that:

30 James A. Sanders. `Masorah', and `Masoretic Text', Oxford Companion to the Bible, ed. Metzger &
Coogan. New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 500-501.

31 Wegner, op. cit., 178.

32 ibid., 179.
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(a) Various different versions of the Hebrew scriptures have come down to us,

including versions which not only predate the now standardised version but also

derive from differing subsidiary Jewish traditions embodying other textual readings,

and that

(b) In these various earlier versions it seems clear that on occasions 'errors in

copying had been made before the text was standardized', and that 'the text has

suffered in transmission and that none of the versions provides a satisfactory

restoration'. 33 Clearly, the Committee is unaware of the existence of any 3500 year

old uncorrupted 'original text' which has come down to us. Otherwise they would

not waste time making scholarly judgements on 'probable reconstruction of the

original text'. As we have seen, the Hebrew text of the Torah has been unchanged for

1000 years or more. But this gives no justification for the Booklet's erroneous claim

that it was an extant '3500 year old text' which 'was revealing - page after page - in a

secret code all that is happening IN THIS DAY AND AGE', as asserted on page 27.

In 1997, American reporter Michael Drosnin published his book The Bible code in

which he claimed that a prediction of the assassination of the Israeli Prime Minister

Yitzhak Rabin was encoded in the 'original' Hebrew scriptures.' In September

1994 Drosnin had flown to Israel to warn Rabin who was assassinated on 4

November 1995. The book also reported numerous Bible Code 'predictions' of

various world events in the 20th century, including the prediction of the death of

Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu, although Drosnin does stress in his book that this

and other 'predictions' represent probabilities, not determined facts.' Relying on

the Codex Leningradensis of 1008 AD as the text on which his book's findings are

based, Drosnin claimed that, 'The Bible Code was discovered in the original Hebrew

version of the Old Testament, the Bible as it was first written', 36 and that, 'The Old

Testament has been a settled text for at least a thousand years. The Torah has not

33 'To the Reader', New Revised Standard Version of the Bible. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1989, viii.

34 Michael Drosnin. The Bible Code. London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 27-29.

ibid., 73-83.

36 Drosnin, op. cit., 20.
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changed in that time, and no scholar would question that' . 37 However, in a CNN

interview of 4 June 1997, Drosnin was obliged to concede that: 'No one knows

whether God actually dictated the Bible to Moses, or what was the first form it

took' ." Drosnin is here obliged to face up to the illogicality of pretending that the

standardised Hebrew text of the Torah which has been unchanged for the past 1000

years, is the same as the (no longer extant) 'original Hebrew version of the Old

Testament, the Bible as it was first written' - his entire book having relied on the

erroneous presumption that the standardised text is the 'original text'.

In his book Testament, archaeologist and historian John Romer discusses the

implications for biblical scholarship of the finding of the Dead Sea Scrolls at

Qumran. He points to the fact that hidden in the caves, side by side, with equal care,

were differing versions of the Pentateuch, and says:

`The different versions of Bible texts found in the Dead Sea Scrolls have
been separated into a number of different families - the material is from
very diverse sources. Some texts are apparently revisions of the Samaritan
Pentateuch, others show marked similarities to the later Massoretic text,
many are mixtures of several different types, and that some of the ancient
scribes had recognized these differences is emphasized by the many
alterations they contain. Yet all these different versions were hidden in the
caves, side by side, with equal care. And this is remarkable when you
consider that in later centuries, the addition or omission of a single dot or
hyphen in a manuscript would lead to the rejection of an entire scroll!
Clearly this was not the case in the eras of the Dead Sea Scrolls before the
destruction of Jerusalem in AD 70. So the question of whether our Old
Testament is an accurate copy of an ancient Hebrew original is no longer
relevant; it seems that there never was a single original of the Holy
Writings. The best we can say, from evidence of the Dead Sea Scrolls, is
that by the time the last of them were made in the first century AD, the
different versions held but small variations in them; but nonetheless each
version still had its own integrity and its own ancient pedigrees.'"39

Romer's book was published in 1988. His conclusions

37 ibid., 38.

38 Drosnin, Michael, Transcript of CAW interview, 4 June 1997.
URL: http : //www cnn. com/WORLD/9706/04/israel.bible/drosninlog.html

39 John Romer. Testament: The Bible and History. London: Michael O'Mara Books, 1988, 141-42.
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(a) that while different versions held but small variations, each nonetheless had its

own integrity and its own ancient pedigrees, and

(b) that it seems that there never was a single original of the Holy Writings,

and the information on which those conclusions were based, were all readily

available to the authors of the Fascinating Facts Booklet in 1991. And yet the page

27 categorical statement is apparently uninfluenced by any serious research arising

out of the finding of the Dead Sea Scrolls. This predisposition to ignore serious

scholarship outside the Christian Fundamentalist thought-world and the habit of

making unwarranted statements as if they were absolutely unassailable 'facts' -

predispositions and habits illustrated repeatedly in the Booklet - are some of the

hallmarks of the 'fundamentalist mindset'. From my own observations of Christian

Fundamentalists over many years, this mindset frequently operates in a hermetically

sealed conceptual world separate from and untroubled by what's going on outside

those narrow fundamentalist confines. This seems to be a deliberate ploy to protect

fundamentalist 'truth' from insidious outside decadent influences' of liberal or

modernist views supposedly infected with paralysing skepticism.

Quite apart from the problems of transmission, there is the even thornier problem of

actual authorship of the Pentateuch. Any claim that we can discern an 'original text'

dictated to Moses by God simply ignores that majority body of serious biblical

scholarship which has found that most of the Pentateuch was written by four authors

or groups of authors over a period of some hundreds of years and then edited by one

or more redactors to mould it into its present form.

But even if we ignore such biblical scholarship, we are obliged to come to the

conclusion, based on the body of evidence I have assembled above, that

(a) There are no extant original manuscripts of the Old Testament,

(b) There are numerous, albeit small, differences among the surviving ancient Bible

manuscripts, and

(c) There is no method by which the original Hebrew wording can be determined.
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Decoding the 'messages' 

The implications of `decoding' a text that is not the same as the 'original' are

profound. Ronald S. Hendel states in the online article Hidden Codes in the Bible:

Are they real 2"

`Every known ancient Hebrew manuscript of the Bible has a different number of
letters. These differences do not change the meaning of the books significantly, but
such errors are devastating to an ELS analysis. If one were to assume that:

• There were only 100 copying and format differences between the original text and
the modern version of the Pentateuch which resulted in the dropping of a letter,
adding of a letter, changing a word to another word of another length, dropping a
word, adding a word, etc, and

• These differences were more or less evenly distributed throughout the Pentateuch,
and

• That God had encoded messages in the original text,
then a pass of the ELS computer program that started at some point in the Pentateuch
would stumble after it had gone only about 1% further into the text. For example, if
the pass began with the first character of Genesis 1:1 then it would stumble at about
Genesis 3, when the "fall" of mankind is discussed. All analysis after that point would
be meaningless, because the ELS would initially be out of synchronization by one or
more characters. It is conceivable that a second, compensating error might be
encountered later in the text which would bring the computer back into proper
synchronization. But it is more likely that the next error would force the scan even
further away from where it should be.'

This does not mean that an ELS search will fail to find 'messages' in a text which is

not the original Hebrew text. But it certainly does mean that any 'messages' which

might be found, can't be the messages which might have been embedded in the

original text.

Are the codes above chance levels or can they be found in other books? 

If we have no way of accessing an 'original text', how do we account for the

apparent 'decoded messages' which result from ELS analysis of Genesis? The

Booklet's claim is that:

(a) These results are beyond chance, and

(b) No other book but the Bible could reveal such codes.

40 Ronald S. Hendel. Hidden codes in the Bible: Are they real?

URL: http://www.religioustolerance.orgibiblcode3.htm
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In the online article Scientific Refutation of the Bible Codes, Professor Brendan

McKay (ANU) and others report that a small change in the choice of appellations for

the famous rabbis (in the Witztum/Rips/Rosenberg experiment) can lead to Tolstoy's

War and Peace performing just as well as Genesis. They performed many

independent scientific tests of the Bible Codes claims, and failed to find any 'codes'

above chance levels.' Their summary of their findings is pithy and to the point: 'A

brief summary of the result of our very extensive investigation is that all the alleged

scientific evidence for the codes is bunk.'

The website headed Hidden Codes in the Bible: Hoax or Prophecy? by D.A.

Robinson, reports that McKay also applied the ELS technique to the UN

Convention on the Law of the Sea and found a number of 'hidden' statements,

including 'Hear the Law of the Sea'. He computed that the chance of these words

turning up was only about 1 in 10,500.'2

Michael Drosnin's book The Bible Code, discussed above, became a best-seller and

numerous people were convinced of the authenticity of the 'Codes', but it also

attracted much criticism from mathematicians and others. In response, Drosnin threw

out this challenge: 'When my critics find a message about the assassination of a

Prime Minister encrypted in Aloby Dick, I'll believe them' (Newsweek, 9 June 1997).

Professor McKay took up this challenge, and in his website Assassinations Foretold

in Moby Dick!, McKay shows that he not only 'found messages' about assassinations

of Prime Ministers in Moby Dick, but that he found messages concerning

assassinations of:

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
President Rene Moawad
Soviet exile Leon Trotsky
The Rev. Martin Luther King
Chancellor Englebert Dollfuss
The assassin Sirhan Sirhan

41 Brendan McKay. Scientific Refutation of the Bible Codes.
URL: http://cs.anu.edu.aul—bdmidilugirnitorah.html

42 D.A. Robinson. Hidden Codes in the Bible: Hoax or Prophecy?
URL: http://-www.religioustolerance.org/biblcode.htm
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President John F. Kennedy
President Abraham Lincoln, and
Yitzak Rabin.'

In his website Princess Di in Moby Dick!, he reports that he also found a 'message'

about the death of Princess Diana.'

These searches of Moby Dick produce messages concerning events 'happening IN

THIS DAY AND AGE' (p. 27 of the Booklet) just as surely as does the Pentateuch.

Professor McKay takes pains to point out that:

`It has come to my attention that some people have taken this page as claiming
that Moby Dick really predicted the assassinations of famous people. Please be
assured that none of these patterns happened by other than pure random chance.'

The online article Hidden Codes in the Bible (cited above), reports that Rabbi

Professor (of mathematics) Shlomo Sternberg also took up Drosnin's challenge and

arranged to have Moby Dick analysed. He found thirteen 'predicted' assassinations

of public figures, several of them prime ministers or presidents or their equivalents.

One 'predicted' the death of President Anastasio Somoza of Nicaragua on 21

September 1956. Five closely spaced segments said: PRES SOMOZA DIES

HEWASSHOT GUN. Two intersecting sequences were found stating IGANDHI

THEBLOODYDEED, thus 'predicting' the assassination of Prime Minister Indira

Ghandi on 31 October 1984 (matching the message found by McKay above).

Sternberg's conclusion is that the ELS method can produce any desired 'hidden

message' in any sufficiently long text.

Earlier in this chapter I discussed the 'discovery' of the AIDS Bible Code message

reported on pages 28 & 29 of the Booklet which makes essential links between AIDS

and homosexuality, and between AIDS and Sodom and Gomorrah, despite there

being no factual justification for those linkings. I would argue that this illustrates the

principle as articulated by Sternberg above that the ELS method can produce any

43 Brendan McKay. Assassinations Foretold in Moby Dick!
URL: httplics.anu.edu.aut---bdrnidilugimimoby.htmi

44 Brendan McKay. Princess Di in Moby Dick!
URL: http://cs.anu.edu.auk-bdm/dilugim/diana.html
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desired 'hidden message' in any sufficiently long text. It is surely not the case, then,

that God has placed a coded 'divine message' concerning Sodom and Gomorrah in

the scriptural text, but that, provided the text is long enough and the searching

process is sufficiently sophisticated, with the entering of appropriate key words one

can 'discover' whatever one wishes to, even if the message thus 'discovered' is

utterly unfounded, as is the Sodom and Gomorrah 'message'.

In the online article headed Digging Up The Past: The Bible Code - Proof that the

Bible is inspired?, David Down finds that in the book of church history entitled The

Great Controversy by Ellen White, the words 'animosity against the Jews' intersect

with a 'message' which links the words 'Hitler', 'Nazi' and 'We.'

The Jochen Katz site entitled Mathematical Miracles in the Qur'an or the Bible?

begins with the site concerning Muslims who hold the conviction that the 'Number

19 miracle' code in the Qur'an proves its divine origin.46

As reported near the end of his online article Hidden Messages and The Bible Code

of Nov/Dec 1997, mathematician David Thomas, having already demonstrated that

the King James Version of Genesis can easily produce matches just as impressive as

the matches found in the Hebrew version, set out to engineer a "hidden code" linking

the words 'code' and 'bogus' in the KJ V. He was able to produce 60 closely linked

pairs.' Does this mean that God anticipated the KJV and organised its translation

such that he put in a code to reveal that there are no codes? Thomas says, 'All that is

really happening is that codes can be engineered - made to happen. You just have to

know how to harvest the field of possibilities'. After discussing the odds against

getting linked matches by coincidence, Thomas concludes:

David Down. Digging Up the Past: The Bible Code Proof that the Bible is inspired?
URL: http://www.argonet.co.uk/education/diggings/pages/tours/code.htm

ab Jochen Katz. Mathematical Miracles in the Our 'an or the Bible?
URL: http://www.answering-islam.org.uldReligions/Numerics/

47 David Thomas. Hidden Messages and the Bible Code.
URL: http://www.csicop.org/si19711/bible-code.html
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`The promoters of hidden-message claims say, "How could such amazing coincidence
be the product of random chance?" I think the real question should be. "How could
such coincidences not be the inevitable product of a huge sequence of trials on a large,
essentially random database?"'

The website Expert Opinions on the Bible Codes contains many links to a selection

of opinion articles, book reviews, and similar things which include many refutations

of the Bible Codes theory from various perspectives." One of those opinions takes

the form of a statement signed by 55 eminent mathematicians who state, inter alia:

`We are making this statement concerning what have been called "bible codes" or
"Torah codes". We recognize that many sincere people take this phenomenon
seriously, which compels us to speak out on the basis of what our mathematical
training tells us about the evidence claimed for this alleged phenomenon. There is a
common belief in the general community to the effect that many mathematicians,
statisticians, and other scientists consider the claims to be credible. This belief is
incorrect. On the contrary, the almost unanimous opinion of those in the scientific
world who have studied the question is that the theory is without foundation. The
signatories to this letter have themselves examined the evidence and found it
entirely unconvincing. Among the signatories below are some who believe that the
Torah was divinely written. We see no conflict between that belief and the opinion
we have expressed above."

In the face of overwhelming evidence and expert opinion to the contrary, the Booklet

expresses the belief that: (a) the Codes are beyond chance, and (b) no other book but

the Bible could reveal amazing codes. Either the mathematicians and statisticians

have got it wrong or the Codes' proponents are being irrational in holding their belief

in the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary - but this would be consistent

with the Booklet's pattern of expressing fundamentalist beliefs which are held in the

face of overwhelming contrary evidence.

The conclusion to be drawn from the reports and studies presented above is that

there is no justification for believing that the Codes are beyond chance, as

(a) Independent scientific tests of the Bible Codes claims carried out by many

eminent mathematicians and statisticians failed to find any 'codes' above chance

levels, and

48 Brendan McKay. Expert Opinions on the Bible Codes.
URL: http://cs.anu.edu.auk-bdin/dilugim/opinions/

49 Mathematicians' Statement on the Bible Codes. URL: http://math.caltech.edu/code/petition.html
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(b) ELS searches in Moby Dick, in the Q.I.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, in

Tolstoy's War and Peace, in White's The Great Controversy, and in the King James

Version of Genesis all reveal apparent codes as the result of coincidence and chance

which (together with those revealed in the Qur'an) are just as 'amazing' as those

apparent codes revealed in the (non-original) Hebrew text of Genesis.

Moreover, taking all of the above evidence relating to the 'Bible Codes' into

account, the Booklet's claim on page 65 that 'the amazing authenticity of the Divine

authorship of the Bible is now proved by the most advanced computers', is clearly

seen to be unwarranted and erroneous. Perhaps the most accurate description of the

Bible Codes is that they are `hermeticist' or 'Gnostic', perhaps even 'Kabbalistic'.

In the field of statistics, belief in the authenticity of the Bible Codes can be seen as a

Type I Error, i.e. seeing patterns where none, in fact, exist. In psychology, the

propensity to see connections between seemingly unrelated objects or ideas has been

termed apophenia." Shermer argues that humans evolved to be skilled

pattern-seeking creatures, and that the problem in seeking and finding patterns is

knowing which ones are meaningful and real and which are illusions.'

Unfortunately our brains are not always good at determining the difference, and we

are especially attracted to patterns with a spiritual or religious link, which touch our

deepest desire for there to be Something Else calling the shots and running the

show. 52 The fundamentalist mindset seems to be, according the evidence adduced

above, particularly vulnerable to confusion in determining the difference between

50 The term apophenia was coined by K. Conrad in 1958. See website, Apophenia.
http://www.skepdic.com/apophenia,html

Interestingly, artists and poets make use of apophenia in creative ways to forge illuminating
links in a spontaneous perception of connections and meaningfulness of unrelated phenomena.
It can also take psychotic forms, as described by Peter Brugger of the Department of
Neurology, University Hospital, Zurich, who gives examples of apophenia from August
Strindberg's Occult Diary, the playwright's own account of his psychotic break. For example,
Strindberg wrote that his crumpled pillow looked 'like a marble head in the style of
Michaelangelo', and that 'these occurrences could not be regarded as accidental, for on some
days the pillow presented the appearance of horrible monsters, of gothic gargoyles, of
dragons, and one night I was greeted by the Evil One himself .

51 Michael Shermer. How We Believe: The Search for God in an Age of Science. New York: W,H.
Freeman and Company, 2000, 38.

52 ibid., 34.
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what is meaningful and real and what is illusion. Once again, there is a failure to

examine mindset assumptions at critical points of decision-making - in this case in

order to distinguish between reality and illusion. Nagel expresses the same sort of

idea when he says that the idea of reason grows out of the attempt to distinguish

subjective from objective." Ordinarily, such pattern confusion is of no great

consequence and usually does no harm, but when Christian Fundamentalists of

whatever stripe feel obligated to impose their views on others, there is often a price

to pay by way of social disharmony and personal trauma, which is discussed in the

later section in this chapter entitled Consequences of Fundamentalism.

(6) Conclusion in relation to The Booklet' 

In summary, the credibility of the Booklet as a whole is undermined by false,

misleading, and deceptive claims, misrepresentation of scripture, misinterpretation

of data, perpetuation of urban legends, and careless handling of the truth. For many

observers, these are the intellectually dishonest failings which characterise much

contemporary Christian fundamentalism, and the Booklet is a telling example of this.

To understand that this is not just the perception of the outsider, you have only to

note the observations of the fundamentalist Dr Steve Austin who, daring to speak out

against the political correctness of his own prevailing fundamentalist culture, cites in

his websites (mentioned above) the lack of integrity of his own fellow

fundamentalists who continue to make false claims and outrageous predictions.

But if the Booklet's ability to arrive at a balanced assessment in those areas which

are easily verifiable or falsifiable is so flawed, we can only wonder at the Booklet's

ability to properly assess matters in those other areas which are not easily verifiable 

or falsifiable. With a little prior scrupulous research, checking and reflection, the

infelicities which plague the Booklet could have been avoided. But therein lies the

heart of the problem. For the style and tone of the Booklet suggest repeatedly that the

fundamentalist mindset seems not to imagine that there's need to double-check its

53 Thomas Nagel. The Last Word. New York: Oxford University Press, 1997, 24.
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opinions and interpretations (especially against sources outside the fundamentalist

literature), as it never suspects that it could be mistaken.

This question must be posed: How is it that although the Booklet presents itself as

having a supremely confident ability to discern scriptural truths with great clarity

and accuracy, and thereby to discern the mind of God on certain issues with great

certainty, it nonetheless lacks the ability

(1) to discern that archaeological studies haven 't verified the biblical Sodom and

Gomorrah story,

(2) to discern that it's absurd to characterise AIDS as a predominantly homosexual

illness, and to make a connection between AIDS and Sodom and Gomorrah,

(3) to discern that Matthew 24:7 makes no reference to increase in wars and natural

disasters,

(4) to discern that earthquakes are not tripling in size and intensity every decade,

(5) to discern that one cannot prove the Book of Revelation to have incredible

prophetic power on the basis of events which have not happened,

(6) to discern that cited scriptural references relating to 'signs of the times' do not

point unequivocally to our times,

(7) to discern that the Bible does contain inconsistencies and contradictions,

(8) to discern that we don't have access to the 3500 year old original Hebrew text of

the Torah, and

(9) to discern that a non-original text of the Torah could not reveal supposedly

original Bible Codes embedded in an original text?

(10) to discern that the so-called Bible Codes do not demonstrate that God's

authorship of the Bible has been proven by computers.

What can explain this astonishing discrepancy in apparent abilities? I would argue

that the discrepancy is merely an illusion. Perhaps the uncomfortable truth is that the

fundamentalist mindset of the Booklet which proves to be so unreliable in its

attempts to discern truth in the relatively straightforward areas as above, is precisely

that same .fimdamentalist mindset which informs attempts to discern truth in the far
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more subtle and complex areas of spiritual and metaphysical verities and the mind of

God.

I can think of no good reason why there should be an abrupt change of mindset

ability (from unreliable to infallible) when moving from the former to the latter area

of discernment.

Mysticism, Divine Insight, and Eschatology 

The Booklet makes much of its apocalyptic claims, and the nexus between

mysticism and eschatology is close and historically well defined. Early Christianity

emerged in a world where contact with the divine by dreams, visions, divination and

other related forms of extraordinary insight was common.' Its emphasis on access

to divine power, which it was believed would be typical of the Last Days, was an

important element of its appeal - an element which was sought to be recovered by

Reformed Epistemology, echoing the way in which Paul, for example, made much of

the dramatic, charismatic and experiential basis of his arguments. The apocalyptic

role in Christianity is a significant strand of Christian tradition in which the intensity

of the visionary hovers on the brink of fanaticism. The following section discusses

some End Times predictions, all accompanied by either intense mystical experiences

and visions, or emphatic claims of divinely sourced insight into eschatological

issues.

John, the author of the Book of Revelation, begins by writing (in c. 95 AD) that he is

`in the spirit', and begins to hear a voice and to see a vision. In this vision he sees the

destruction of the evil empire - Rome and the Roman empire. The emperor Domitian

is the Beast of the Apocalypse whose days are numbered, and John predicts the exact

date on which his empire will fall, namely in 3 1 years time, immediately after which

God will reign in a new triumphant kingdom. The expectations of John didn't come

to pass, for the Roman empire survived until 410. We therefore have to conclude that

54 Christopher Rowland. 'Apocalyptic and the New Testament', Apocalypse Theory and the Ends of
the World, ed. Malcolm Bull. Oxford: Blackwell, 1995, 47.
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John's claim to have experienced a divine vision and to have heard God's voice was

probably unwarranted and misplaced, and to suspect that other claims in the Book of

Revelation are unreliable.

Gregory the Great (pope from 590 to 604) was convinced from his intensive studies

that God's Day of Judgement was imminent. This conviction gave edge to his

overmastering concerns, which were pastoral and evangelical, and which gusted like

a mighty wind of spiritual force through all his writings.'

Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179), a brilliant German abbess, mystic, writer,

composer and poet, wrote a trilogy documenting, in response to what she felt to be a

divine command, her powerful apocalyptic, prophetic and symbolic visions. She

depicts the actual birth of the Anti-Christ figure from within the Church. She

portrayed the source of evil as Judaism, calling on much earlier Christian

anti-Semitic sentiment characterising Jews as the enemy of Christ. Through her

extensive correspondence and travels in Germany and France, she communicated to

many people of all classes and called on them to repent and obey the warnings God

had given to her.' However, none of her visionary apocalyptic claims concerning

the imminent end-times proved to be true.

Joachim of Fiore (c.1135-1202) records an intense mystical experience during which

God gave him the gift of spiritual intelligence enabling him to understand the inner

meaning of history and of apocalyptic events.' Arising out of this experience of the

Divine, his mystical understanding was that the New Age would begin about 1260.

His obvious error must cast doubt on the authenticity of his visions and the reliability

of his religious belief-claims arising therefrom.

" Richard Fletcher. The Conversion of Europe: From Paganism to Christianity 371 - 1386 AD.
London: HarperCollins, 1997, 112.

56 Robert C. Clouse. 'Hildegard', The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, ed. J.D.
Douglas. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978, 470.

57 Robert C. Clouse. 'Joachim of Fiore', The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church,
ed. J.D. Douglas. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1978, 536.
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In more recent times, the American William Miller (whose teachings led to the

formation of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church) was convinced by prayerful study

of the Bible that 1843 would be the year Jesus would return. When this didn't

happen he moved the date to 22 October 1844. After that prediction also failed,

Miller had the good sense to stop predicting, but the undaunted Millerites decided

that 22 October 1845 was the correct date. This was later moved to 1851. After that

year Adventist leaders wisely realized that such date setting was giving the sect a bad

reputation. This judgement of theirs was completely justified. Nonetheless, until

about 1933 the Seventh-Day Adventist church continued to teach that Jesus would

surely return within the lifetime of at least some who had witnessed the 1833 meteor

shower (interpreted from Matthew 24 as a precursor to the End-Times). When it

became embarrassingly obvious that this could not be, the church quietly dropped

from its literature all references to the dark day and falling stars.'

Jehovah's Witnesses have an even worse record of failed predictions, originally

teaching that Jesus returned in 1914, but that it was an invisible spiritual return.

However, they also once taught that 1914 would see the beginning of Armageddon,

followed by the destruction of all nations and the establishment of God's Kingdom

on Earth. When this didn't happen, the date was moved to 1915. After that year

passed, the date was pushed ahead again to 1918. Unfazed by the 1918 failure, 1975

was the next selection. The organisation has now stopped proposing dates, although

it still preaches that the end times are near and that millions now living will never

die.59

As the year 2000 approached, Protestant fundamentalists became more and more

persuaded that the Lord's Second Coming was close at hand. Scores of strident

books were published showing how a correct interpretation of the books of Daniel

and Revelation proves conclusively that the rapture of believers, the Battle of

Martin Gardner. Notes of a Fringe-Watcher. URL: http://www.csicop.orgisi/2000-01/gardner.html
59 Gardner, ibid.
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Armageddon, and the end of the world as we know it will be occurring very, very

soon.

These are just some representative examples of countless apocalyptic predictions

concerning the so-called 'end-times' and the Second Coming of Jesus made by

Christians in virtually every generation since the first century, all of whom have been

passionately convinced that Jesus' return was imminent and utterly certain that their

belief stemmed from a direct experience of God or from divine guidance of some

type, and all interpreting Biblical signs of the 'end-times' as applying to their

generation. Obviously these religious beliefs have all proved, and continue to prove,

to be completely unfounded. The alleged supernatural validation for their false

beliefs must be seen as a figment of their numerous imaginations, i.e. they were

deluded. If these falsifiable and verifiable religious beliefs, expressed with such

fervour and conviction have all proven to be utterly false, this must engender a

skeptical approach to their other beliefs of a non-falsifiable and non-verifiable nature

which are routinely expressed with equal fervour and conviction and which are also

claimed to be validated by mystical experience of God or by divinely sanctioned

insight. In other words, if fundamentalist Christians so obviously fail to get right

facts about this world, why should we be persuaded that they would be any more

successful in getting right other-worldly facts in that much more elusive

metaphysical area concerning which they also claim to be wholly authoritative?

The problem is that fundamentalists ask us to accept those visionary or inspired

teachings by virtue of the purported divine origin of those teachings. If 'faith' is

taken to be acceptance of teachings or claims simply because of a divine validation

claim rather than on their own argued merits, then we are back in the days of

superstition when such teachings were accepted on the basis of such a claim.

`Creation Science' 

To explore that phenomenon in more detail, I will take so-called 'Creation Science'

as a paradigm of one of the ways the fundamentalist mindset operates. If one takes
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the view that science is concerned only with naturalistic explanations of empirical

phenomena and does not concern itself with supernatural explanations of

metaphysical phenomena, then 'Creation Science' is an oxymoron. Fundamentalist

creation scientists claim that the account of the creation of the universe as presented

in the book of Genesis is 'the word of God' and thus literally and infallibly true.

They also claim that Genesis contradicts the Big Bang theory and the theory of

evolution. Thus, those theories are false and scientists who advocate such theories

are ignorant of the truth about the origins of the universe and life on Earth. (In the

USA they also claim that as creationism is a scientific theory it should be taught in

their science curriculum as a competitor to the theory of evolution.)

In the Origin of Species Darwin provided vast amounts of data about the natural

world that he and others had collected or observed over many years. Only after

providing the data did he demonstrate how his theory accounted for the data much

better than the theory of a literal six-day creation. But rather than gather data and

demonstrate how six-day creation explains the data better than natural selection,

creation scientists use apologetics - but apologetics, for the most part, not to show

the strengths of their own theory but to try to find and expose weaknesses in

evolutionary theory. This 'creation science' mindset is amply illustrated in the

publication In Six Days: Why Fifty Scientists choose to believe in Creation.'

Effectively, the book's contributors sling mud at evolutionary theory in the hopes of

establishing creationism by default.

By doing this, they demonstrate that they actually have little interest in scientific

facts or theories. Their interest is in defending their Christian faith against what they

see as attacks on God's word. The basis for this approach is their assumption that

the world must conform to their own fundamentalist understanding of the Bible, and

theological apologetics are used to justify that assumption. Where creation science

differs from creationism in general (the notion that behind the process of the

60 John F. Ashton, (ed.). In Six Days: Why Fifty Scientists choose to believe in Creation. Green Forest,

AR: Master Books, 2001.
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formation of the universe and the emergence of life-forms lies some supernatural

force - a notion to which many mainstream scientists may subscribe, without seeking

to use that notion in their naturalistic explanations of empirical phenomena, or

seeking to use the Bible as a scientific textbook) is in its notion that once it has

interpreted the Bible to mean something, no evidence can be allowed to change that

interpretation. Instead, the evidence must be refuted. And that, in a nutshell, is the

theory of fundamentalist creation 'science'.

Compare this attitude with that of the leading European creationists of the 17th

century who had to admit eventually that the Earth is not the centre of the universe

and that the sun does not revolve around our planet. They did not have to admit that

the Bible was wrong, but they did have to admit that human interpretations of the

Bible were in error. Today's fundamentalist creation 'scientists' seem incapable of

admitting that their interpretation of the Bible could be wrong.

The contributors to the abovementioned book are hard-core 'young earth

creationists' who believe that the universe and all of life came into existence within

one week, less than 10,000 years ago. On the back cover the purpose of the book is

stated:

`In this book are the testimonies of fifty men and women holding doctorates in a
wide range of scientific fields who have been convinced by the evidence to
believe in a literal six-day creation. For example, meet:

• The geneticist who concludes that there must have been 150 billion
forerunners of "modern man" in order for the natural selection
required by evolution to have taken place in the development of man.
The evidence for such vast numbers of "prehistoric man" is in dire
shortage.

• The orthodontist who discovered that European museum fossils of
ancient man have been tampered with to adhere to evolution theories.

• The geologist who studied under Stephen Jay Gould and literally cut
the Bible to pieces before totally rejecting evolution.'

That blurb beautifully encapsulates the mindlessness of its fundamentalist author

both in its writing and in its implicit expectation that it be taken seriously by readers.

For although those descriptions are obviously written with the intention of
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highlighting the claim that the book's contributors have been 'convinced by the

evidence to believe in a literal six-day creation' (a positive claim), the only thing

they portray .are attempts to cast doubt on the theory of evolution (a negative claim).

None describes a scientific argument which presents scientific evidence for a six-day

creation of our universe. And there is good reason for this shortcoming, as one

discovers on reading the book's contents.

For example, if we examine the chapter by the last-mentioned geologist, Kurt P.

Wise, who 'studied under Stephen Jay Gould' - the name of Gould is milked for all it

is worth in creationist propaganda' - and gained a PhD in geology from Harvard

University, we find that his contribution is a tale of his angst-ridden internal

struggles between his desire to be engaged in science and his fundamentalist

convictions that the Genesis account of creation must be literally true. He decides

that: 'Either the Scripture was true and evolution was wrong or evolution was true

and I must toss out the Bible'.' A third possibility that his literal interpretation of

scripture might conceivably be wrong is never contemplated. To settle the issue, he

undertakes a process of exhaustive examination of every verse of the Bible, and with

a pair of scissors literally cuts out every verse that would have to be dispensed with if

the mainstream scientific world view of creation and evolution were true. As a result

of that rigorous examination of 'the evidence', there is so little left of his Bible that

Wise feels he is forced to the conclusion that:

`Although there are scientific reasons for accepting a young earth, I am a young-age
creationist because that is my understanding of the Scripture. If all the evidence in
the universe turns against creationism, I would be the fi rst to admit it, but I would
still be a creationist because that is what the Word of God seems to indicate. Here I
must stand.' 63

We undoubtedly have here 'a testimony' as the book's blurb promised, but it has

nothing to do with demonstrating how and why Dr Wise was 'convinced by the

evidence to believe in a literal six-day creation'. The entire scientific 'testimony' of

this highly qualified scientist consists solely of the following nine words: 'There are

61 Richard Dawkins. 'Sadly, an Honest Creationist', Free Inquiry Magazine, vol. 21, no. 4. URL:
http ://www. secularhumanism.org/library/fi/dawkins_21_4.html

62 Kurt P. Wise. 'Geology', in Ashton, (ed.), op. cit., 354.

63 ibid., 355.
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scientific reasons for accepting a young earth'. Even more remarkably, given that

singular purpose of the book, he candidly admits that it is not the scientific evidence

but his 'understanding of scripture' which persuades him to be a young-age

creationist. As Dawkins puts it: 'We have it on the authority of a man who may well

be creationism's most highly qualified and most intelligent scientist that no

evidence, no matter how overwhelming, no matter how all-embracing, no matter

how devastatingly convincing, could ever make any difference' if it seemingly

contradicted what is presumed to be `the Word of God'.

Apart from the tempting, but improbable, explanation that Wise was bribed by

liberal theologians to deliberately sabotage his own argument and destroy his own

credibility (and that they possibly also bribed the editor to include the chapter), it

does suggest that there is no sensible limit to what the human mind is capable of

believing, against any amount of contrary evidence. Or as US physicist Robert Park,

who researches and debunks fraudulent pseudoscience, puts it: 'My work has

persuaded me that people want to believe, and they will distort and deny the facts

any way they can to support a belief They judge science by how well it agrees with

the way they want the world to be'. 65 But if God were a six-day world creator and if

the Genesis accounts were true literal accounts of that creation, any scientifically

discoverable evidence would not contradict such accounts, i.e. God would not

contradict himself That is the position Dr Wise presumably adopts when he

proclaims that there are scientific reasons for accepting a young earth. But to propose

that if all the evidence turned against a literal six-day creation he would still opt for

his form of creationism, is to say that he would have to accept the position that God

would be contradicting himself

Dr Wise's angst-filled contribution is one of the most extraordinary examples of the

fundamentalist mindset one could unearth, yet it obviously troubled the

fellow-fundamentalist editor of the book not one whit. Which, in itself, is a

64 Dawkins, op. cit.

65 Jennifer Ouellette. The Scrooge of Science. URL:
http://wwvv.salon.com/books/it/2000/03/15/voodoo
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disturbing comment on that same fundamentalist mindset. Effectively, creation

science sees no need to test its theories, since they have been revealed by God. A

theory that is absolutely certain cannot be empirically tested, but empirical testability

is the hallmark of a scientific theory. Claims of infallibility and the demand for

absolute certainty characterize not science but pseudoscience.

(I do not discount the possibility that Dr Wise may be partly influenced by the

fundamentalist-associated delusional element present in American society. If he is,

he ought to be able to disassociate himself from it. For example, the Roper Report,

an official survey of just over a decade ago which was cited in an article in The

Australian, found that one in three Americans not only believes UFOs exist, but also

that aliens have made contact with the US military.' These beliefs are held despite

comments from people such as Chuck Clark, author and long-time investigator of

reports of UFO phenomena, who is quoted in the article as saying:

`Ultimately I'd like to secure solid evidence for the existence of UFOs; realistically I
don't know if that's hoping for too much'.67

This comment comes from someone who desperately yearns to find just one piece of

`solid evidence' and who now devotes himself full-time to this end, but who has so

far been completely unsuccessful despite countless reports of allegedly solid

landings and solid abductions, etc.)68

There are three constant themes running through the accounts in the book In Six

Days, namely:

(1) Evolutionary theories are proposed in order to deny the existence of God,

(2) Evolutionary theories are not compatible with the Genesis account of a literal

six-day creation, and

66 Stephen J. Lacey. 'Come On Down', The Australian Magazine, November 27-28, 1999, 46-52.

67 The back cover of In Six Days claims that, according to a recent Gallup poll, one in three Americans
believes 'the Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word'.
Could that be the same 'one in three' who believe in UFOs?

68 It does make one wonder why the world-side SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence)
scientific project has been similarly unsuccessful! Is it the case that they haven't yet realised
that millions of American UFO-believers can't possibly all be wrong and deluded?
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(3) The overriding authority for belief in a literal six-day creation is scripture, rather

than the physical evidence.

In relation to (1), the insinuation is that if one does not adhere to the fundamentalist

interpretation of the Bible, one is offending God or trying to deny his existence. Not

one account in the book considers the proposition that natural selection does not

require that one 'get rid of God as the creator of life', any more than heliocentrism

requires one to get rid of God as the creator of the heavens.

In relation to (2), not one account seriously considers the possibility that a literal

interpretation of Genesis 1 and 2 might simply be a human misinterpretation, and

might reflect a failure to understand the mythical character of Genesis. Each account

makes the assumption that the Bible is the inspired and literal Word of God, but

never recognizes that assumption for what it is - a merely human assumption. Any

interpretation other than that put forward by the fundamentalist creation scientist, is

depicted as an unwarranted 'reinterpretation' to fit the speculations of fallible men

who were not there in the beginning and who certainly make mistakes.' Obviously it

is never intended that the assumption that the Bible is the 'inspired word of God' or

the assumption that Genesis is a valid scientific account of a literal six-day creation

should be seen as 'speculations of fallible men who make mistakes'.

In relation to (3), not one of the scientists' testimonies claims that, independent of

what Genesis might or might not say, it has been the systematic and scientific

examination of the physical evidence which has led to their conclusion that a six-day

literal creation is an inference to the best explanation. In other words, the very

concept of a six-day relatively recent creation is generated by a literal reading of

Genesis. That specific concept is never, in any of the scientists' testimonies,

generated by a scientific examination of the evidence. Why the evidence might point

to a six-day creation rather than to an eight-day creation or a fourteen-day creation is

never canvassed. And, to underline the circularity of the thinking, it is never

canvassed because the very idea of a six-day creation is generated by a literal reading

69 Batten, op. cit., 375.
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of Genesis. The testimonies that do involve a consideration of physical data are

presented more on the basis that it throws doubt on evolutionary theories rather than

that it drives the scientist inexorably to formulate a resultant six-day creation theory.

Moreover, it's unclear which biblical creation story they would be driven to. Biblical

scholars detect two authors. The circa 10th century BC account composed by a

poet-storyteller (J) describes in Genesis 2:4b-25 the beginning as a piece of barren

earth bearing life only when watered by a mist, thus displaying Canaanite influences.

The other circa 6th century account probably composed by priest-scholars (P) at the

time of exile to Babylon describes in Genesis 1-2:4a the submission of a watery

chaos to order, and resembles Babylonian creation myths. It intentionally counters

Babylonian polytheistic beliefs to reinforce an Israelite monotheistic one.' This

becomes problematic if a literal reading of Genesis is insisted on, but no solution is

suggested by any of the fifty scientists. In addition, not only are there discrepancies

between the two Genesis accounts, there are discrepancies within the accounts

themselves. For example, in Genesis 1:3-5 on the first day God created light, then

separated light from darkness, but according to Genesis 1:14-19 he does not create

the sun (which separates night and day) until the fourth day. If creation scientists are

seriously suggesting that the evidence convinces them of the literal truth of a six-day

Genesis creation account, they are strangely silent on these discrepancies. I would

have thought that presenting evidence to solve these problems would be at the heart

of any serious 'creation science'. Moreover, Christian Fundamentalists routinely

confer on these myths a primordial and universal significance. I suggest that these

creation myths, composed some 2500 to 3000 years ago, are done a grave disservice

if they are so inappropriately invested with universal significance that they are

wholly extricated from their historical and cultural contexts and then pressed into

autonomous service as divinely revealed historical/scientific documents portraying

cosmological events at some time immemorial.

70 D.A. & M.A. Leeming. A Dictionary of Creation Myths. New York & Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1995, 113-17.
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Creation scientists never seem to seriously contemplate the proposition that Genesis

is not intended as a literal account of cosmology, i.e., a scientific document.

Genesis is a book of cosmogony - a mythic tale of origins rich in awe-inspiring poetic

evocations of primeval time - and like all cosmogonies (for example Egyptian,

Hindu, Greek, Roman, Inuit, Polynesian, Mayan, Indigenous Australian) it conveys

mythico-poetic ideas rather than literal accounts of cosmology.

Christian Fundamentalist claims to uniqueness 

As Alister McGrath points out, the contemporary brand of fundamentalism arose as a

reaction within some of the American churches in the 19th century to the rise of

secular culture.' It was from its outset, and has remained, a counter-cultural

movement, using central doctrinal affirmations as a means of defining cultural

boundaries. Certain central doctrines were treated as barriers, intended as much to

alienate secular culture as to give fundamentalists a sense of identity and purpose.

For example, the insistence upon the absolute literal authority of Scripture has

engendered an hostility to the notion of biblical criticism which is seen as nothing

less than a revisionist betrayal of truth and a secular corruption of the 'purity of the

gospel'. Similarly, the emphasis upon the second coming of Christ has become an

important weapon against the liberal Christian idea of a kingdom of God upon earth,

to be achieved through social action. Thus, a siege mentality has became

characteristic of the movement, in that fundamentalist counter-communities view

themselves as walled cities, or (to evoke the pioneer spirit) circles of wagons,

defending their distinctiveness against an unbelieving culture.

Benjamin B. Warfield says:

'It is corrupt forms of Christianity itself which menace from time to time the life of
Christianity. Why make much of minor points of difference between those who
serve the one Christ? Because a pure gospel is worth preserving' (my underlining).72

71 Alister McGrath. Christian Theology: An Introduction, 2nd edn. Oxford: Blackwell, 1997, 122-23.

72 Benjamin B. Warfield. Selected Shorter Writings, vol. 2. Nutley, NJ: Presbyterian & Reformed,
1973, 665, cited in lain H. Murray, Evangelicalism Divided: A Record of Crucial Change in
the Years 1950 to 2000. Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth Trust, 2000, x.
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On the one hand Warfield identifies, as do most fundamentalists, his own particular

religious viewpoint or interpretation as 'pure gospel', and on the other hand

identifies all other viewpoints which do not coincide with his own as 'corrupt forms

of Christianity'. But this is a mindset which is not peculiar to contemporary

fundamentalism, for it was also present in Early Christianity. For example, there is

mounting evidence that the earliest Christian communities, some led by rival

apostles (2 Corinthians 10 & 11), held several diverse and mutually contradictory

views, each claiming authenticity, of who Jesus was. As Ehrman points out, there

were numerous Christian groups in the second and third centuries who held a wide

range of beliefs and practices.' Significantly, each of these groups claimed to

represent the original teachings of Jesus and his apostles, and regarded beliefs

different to their own as corruptions of truth. Ehrman gives supporting evidence for

his contention that: "There was a diversity of belief and practice that makes the

varieties of Christianity today look altogether tame by comparison."' By the fourth

century there were bitter disputes between theological parties each utterly convinced

that they held divinely sanctioned truth and that all others who disagreed with them

were in grave error.

So that in that early period of doctrinal diversity and passionate creedal contention, a

situation of, effectively, competing fundamentalisms had developed. Although in

terms of the fundamentalist mindset, there is but one fundamentalism, yet as

Lawrence points out:

`There are many forms of fundamentalist self-expression. The move from
singular to plural is the move from participant emphasis to critical analysis. For
fundamentalists Truth is always and everywhere one. Hence there can only be
one true text, one true reading of that text and one true community. The very
notion of fundamentalisms disconfirms the heart of each fundamentalism: one
group, and one group alone exists as the repository of Truth; it reflects
scriptural verities; it and it alone knows, advocates and defends God'75

73 Ehrman, Bart D. After the New Testament: A Reader in Early Christianity. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999, 131.

74 Ehrman, op. cit., 132
75 Bruce B. Lawrence. 'From Fundamentalism to Fudamentalisms: A Religious Ideology in Multiple

Forms', Religion, Modernity and Po.simodernity, ed. Paul Heelas. Oxford: Blackwell, 1998,
88.
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And Paul Heelas makes the point that fundamentalism considers that postmodernism

tries to destroy the basis on which truth is discovered - when postmodernism is really

describing a state of affairs of pluralism of beliefs, and indeed pluralism of

fundamentalisms in the world. 76 Indeed there has never been a discernible and

universally unanimous agreement on what constitutes fundamental Christian beliefs.

The creeds exist only because there were numerous Christians who strenuously

disagreed with the theology and doctrine which they attempt to enshrine, Moreover,

`orthodox' beliefs of one age become 'heretical' tomorrow, and vice versa, as

exemplified by Bishop Athanasius who, without changing his Catholic position, was

put into exile or called out of exile no less than five times in the fourth century. At

his third expulsion from Alexandria in 356, an Arian bishop, George, was forcibly

installed in his place. During that century Arian Christianity and Catholic

Christianity occupied alternating positions as 'orthodox belief .77

For the most part, each religious tradition, school of theology, church community,

faction, or denomination, whether Catholic, Protestant, Evangelical, or Orthodox,

has steadfastly proclaimed 'the truth' of the gospel (which miraculously happens to

coincide with their own viewpoint), and has preached against 'false doctrines'

(which happen, just as miraculously, to coincide with viewpoints repudiated by

them). At some point, all invariably use texts from the Bible to justify the validity of

their views and the falseness of contrary views - all the while deriding that relativism

which, according to them, infests the secular world (accusing the secularist of

lapsing into a relativistic sense of diversity that is indistinguishable from

sophisticated apathy), and yet seemingly blind to the obvious fact that all religious

views ( `truths') are relative to a particular interpretation based on a number of

historical, social, cultural, political and other contingent factors. But for the greater

part of history, religious belief-systems have been exclusivist, and whatever else

most religions are about, they are also almost invariably about discovering the one

absolute truth, and proclaiming that they have, infallibly, discovered it.

76 Paul Heelas. 'On Differentiation and Dedifferentiation', Religion, Modernity and Postmodernity, ed.
Paul Heelas. Oxford: Blackwell, 1998, 1-17.

77 A.H.M. Jones. The Decline of the Ancient World. Harlow: Longman, 1975, 58.
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For what fundamentalists are really saying is that their interpretation of the Bible

(i.e. for the most part a literal reading) is not an 'interpretation' in the same way that

`re-interpretations to fit the speculations of fallible men' are 'interpretations' . 78 For

their reading is a reading, not an 'interpretation'. Here is a manifestation of an

implicit principle that, in some epistemologically mysterious manner, out of all of

the possible permutations of meaning and interpretation that Christians down

through the ages have assigned to various sections of scripture, fundamentalists have

been uniquely and miraculously successful in locating infallibly the 'real meaning'

of scripture, as opposed to sinful and wilful 're-interpretations' of people not blessed

with their privileged and unmediated intuitive insight. In blunt terms, exclusivism is

a highly appealing option in religious terms, for, as Avi Sagi puts it: 'It reflects the

believers' commitment to their religion as well as their conviction that their religion

is true, and that other religions are therefore false'.'

The implication of this is that the fundamentalist lack of historical imagination leads

them to see the events in the Bible as taking place now, in their own lives - they are

unable to use the Bible as an historical document or collection of documents, they

can only copy it. To use Peter Cameron's analogy, they are like children reading

fairytales, whose world is peopled with dragons and knights. 8° Fundamentalists are

always, in their own eyes, donning the breastplate of righteousness and identifying

and eradicating idolaters and backsliders, for it is very enjoyable to be always on the

winning side, and never to be in any doubt that you are doing God's work.

Conversely, theological hatred is easier to keep on the boil if you can persuade

yourself that your enemies are God's enemies. Not only does this reassure you about

the correctness of your beliefs, it also justifies any methods you may choose to

employ in defeating your enemies, one of which is to demonise all liberal-leaning

enemies - as Peter Cameron discovered when he was accused by fundamentalists of

being a 'servant of Satan'. 81 Similarly, American Episcopalian bishop John Shelby

Spong is routinely accused of being a heretic, because he disagrees with

78 Batten, op. cit., 375.

79 Avi Sagi. 'Religious Pluralism Assessed', Sophia, 38, 2 (September-October 1999), 93.

80 Peter Cameron, Fundamentalism and Freedom. Sydney: Doubleday, 76-77.

81 ibid, 76-82.
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fundamentalist teachings and has the temerity to challenge entrenched traditional

thinking in the Church which often relies on what he proclaims are unwarranted

literalist interpretations of passages of the scriptures and outdated social

conventions.'

When it comes to what I call 'ownership of myths', one is able to discern a principle

which operates when fundamentalists acquire 'ownership' of myths such as the

Genesis creation stories, the Virgin Birth story, and the Divine Incarnation story.

These are regarded as being literally and historically true, uniquely Christian, and of

universal applicability, whereas all other ancient myths which, prima facie, have no

more or less cachet than the Christian ones, remain nothing more than myths,

possessing no literal and historical truth, not unique to any authentic religious

tradition, and lacking universal applicability. Effectively, fundamentalists say to the

world at large: 'What you perceive as Christian myths are literal truths. What you

perceive as pagan myths of other religions are just that - myths'.'

Consequences of fundamentalism 

There is little point in documenting the well-known horrific results of Christian

fundamentalists' attempts to impose their views on others down the ages by way of

ostracism, intimidation, torture, various cruelties, and murder. Suffice it to give but

one example which highlights the problems resulting from fundamentalists' failure

to examine and question the assumptions and delusions of their mindset at the point

of decision-making, as discussed in the opening section of chapter three herein. In

the 16th and 17th centuries, beliefs held by fundamentalist Christians were part and

parcel of the prevailing culture of superstition which in turn was part of a general

religious belief in invisible and supernatural beings and forces. One of these

superstitions was the belief in the literal reality of witchcraft - a belief which

facilitated persecution of accused witches. The infamous witch trials held in Salem,

Massachusetts, in 1692 resulted in the hanging of those accused of witchcraft. Kurt

82 John Shelby Spong. Thy Christianity Must Change or Die: A Bishop Speaks to Believers in Exile.
New York: HarperCollins, 1999, xi-xiv.

83 This point is made as early as the second century in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho the Jew.
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Seligmann documents the little known recantation and public repentance made by

the judge and jury after the executions had been carried out. The recantation says in

part:

`We confess that we ourselves were not capable to understand, nor able to
withstand, the mysterious delusions of the powers of darkness... On further
consideration and better information we justly fear we have been instrumental, with
others, though ignorantly and unwittingly, to bring upon ourselves and these people
of the Lord, the guilt of innocent blood... We do therefore, hereby signify to all in
general (and to the surviving sufferers in special) our deep sense of, and sorrow for,
our errors.... for which we are much distressed and disquieted in our minds. We do
heartily ask forgiveness of you all, whom we have unjustly offended, and do
declare, according to our present minds, we would none of us do such things again,
on such grounds, for the whole world; praying you to accept this, in way of
satisfaction for our offence, and that you would bless the inheritance of the Lord,
that may be entreated for the land.'

But we have to ask ourselves this question: Why could these Christian judge and

jurors not have discerned those 'mysterious delusions of the powers of darkness',

their 'errors', and their ignorance before the event? Why was rational thought

merely an after-thought? My response is to adapt Pascal and sadly intone: 'The

heart had its reasons which reason never knew - until too late'. This illustrates

the dangers of exercising what I might call 'the fundamentalist extreme fideist

principle', i.e. that in the absence of rational thought, apologetics, and healthy

skepticism, one can reliably discern metaphysical truth of a universal nature which

ought to be imposed on the rest of the world. It's a lesson which, in the midst of the

irrationalities of contemporary fundamentalism and the mindless component of the

`New Age' movement, has yet to be properly learned. As Conway points out: 'God

can never be known objectively by the mind. He/She/It can only be experienced.

While all of us are supported by the same Total Subjectivity, our separate

experiences of it cannot be normed, measured or intellectually verified'." The

problem with fundamentalism is that it imagines that it has discovered norms,

measurements, and verifications which represent the one objective truth. To allow

that there might be one objective truth in the final analysis is one thing. To make the

claim that one has definitively and exhaustively discovered that one objective truth, 

84 Kurt Seligmann. The History of Alagic: A Catalogue of Sorcery, Witchcraft, and the occult. New
York: Quality Paperback Book Club, 1997, 278.

85 Ronald Conway. The Rage for Utopia. Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1992, 254.
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without understanding the epistemological absurdities of that claim, is the folly of

fundamentalism.

That this lesson still needs to be learned is illustrated by the ongoing psychological

cost borne by former fundamentalists who have come to the realisation that they had

been trapped in a fundamentalist mindset of which they were but dimly aware. The

disillusionment and anger experienced by such people expresses itself in a variety of

ways ranging from mild depression to severe mental and psychological trauma. At

the very least there is the bitter disappointment in discovering that fundamentalism

has fostered distortions of Christianity and covered up truth, as we have seen in the

Fascinating Facts Booklet. Peter Cameron reports that a few years ago in Britain a

television series was shown called Jesus: The Evidence. It presented in a reasonably

sober and straightforward way some of the more commonplace conclusions reached

by biblical scholarship over the past two hundred years - conclusions that challenge

many of the traditional and literalist views of fundamentalist Christianity.' While

there was some predictable hostile reaction from fundamentalists leaders, there was

a far greater reaction from ordinary members of the church-going public who were

highly indignant that such biblical scholarship had been kept from them by the

clergy, and were angry at the deception, feeling, rightly, that their intelligence had

been insulted.

Nonetheless, despite areas of entrenched, and even expanding, Protestant

fundamentalism, there are signs of hope in the sometime-fundamentalist Catholic

Church by way of various apologies delivered during the past decade by pope John

Paul II, especially in his Homily: Day of Pardon delivered in St Peter's Basilica on

12 March 2000,8' in the associated interpretive key Memory and Reconciliation,

released ahead of the apology which identified specific wrongs such as intolerance

and violence against dissenting Christians, particularly during the Inquisition, as well

86 Cameron, op. cit., 174-75.
87 John Paul II. Homily: Day of Pardon, 12 March 2000. URL: http://www.vatican.va/holyfather/

john_paul_ii/homilies/2000/documents/hf_jp-ii_hom_20000312pardon_en.html
See also Jamie Walker. 'Pope sorry for sins of history', The Australian, March 13, 2000, 1.
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as centuries of hostility towards Jews,' in his 1994 Apostolic Letter Tertio Millenio

Adveniente" asking forgiveness for the past violence that some Catholic Christians

used 'in the service of the truth' against followers of other religions, for the

persecution of minority ethnic groups, and for wars such as the Crusades, waged on

behalf of the church, in his Papal Bull Incarnationis Mysterium, 11 (Purification of

Memory) of 30 November 1998,9' and in his Apostolic Letter: Novo Millennio

Ineunte of 6 January 2001 91 . These apologies, although criticised by liberals for not

going far enough and by conservatives for going too far, explicitly acknowledge the

Church's fallibility and indicate that the Catholic Church is beginning to

acknowledge the reality of centuries of fundamentalist pretence and hypocrisy. It's

only a handful of years ago that I would hear intelligent but loyal Catholics protest

that during the Inquisition the church did not kill dissidents, because it handed

convicted heretics over to the civil authorities for the appropriate dispatch to the next

world in order to save believers from spiritual contamination! The Pope's apology

finally puts that particularly obnoxious and devious piece of hypocrisy to rest. The

changing mindset is illustrated when conservative Archbishop George Pell of Sydney

says, apropos of the current debate on human embryo experimentation: 'The

Christian churches are in no position to impose their views in these debates, but we

have a democratic as well as a religious duty to contribute to public discussion'.'

This is a dramatic change from earlier attitudes of the church which saw itself as

responsible for ordering society in Christendom and imposing its values on all

citizens as an intrinsic part of that ordering.

88 International Theological Commission. Memory and Reconciliation: The Church and the faults of
the past, 7 March 2000.
URL: hftp://www/vatican.valroman_curia/congregations/cfaith/cti_documents/rc_com_cfaith

doc 20000307
89 John Paul II. Apostolic Letter: Tertio Millennio Adveniente ("Towards the Third Millennium"), 10

November 1994.
URL:http ://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/apostletters/documents/hfjp-ii_apl_10
111994_tertio-rnillennio-adveniente_en.html

9° John Paul II. Papal Bull: Incarnationis Mysterium, 30 November 1998. URL: http://www.vatican.
va/jubilee_2000/docs/documents/hfjp-ii_doc_30111998_bolla-jubilee_en. html

91 John Paul II. Apostolic Letter: Novo Millennio Ineunte, 6 January 2001. URL: http://www.vatican.
va/holyfather/john_paul_ii/apostletters/documents/hfjp-ii_apl_20010106_novo-millennio-
ineunte_en.html

92 George Pell. 'Another lamb to slaughter', The Australian, August 22, 2001, 11.
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